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Laser cooling of atomic ions has long been used as a tool in physics to explore
quantum entanglement for applications in quantum computing and information.
More recently, laser-cooled atomic ions have been used as a platform for studying
cold chemistry. Here, we describe an experimental system called a “Coulomb
crystal,” where laser-cooled ions are confined in traps at sufficiently low
translational energies that they form an ordered structure. We then present a range
of experiments undertaken using this platform, from studies of reactions with an
atomic species to reaction systems of increased complexity, involving molecular
ions and neutral molecules. We also describe a few spectroscopic studies enabled
by Coulomb crystals before discussing some possible future directions of the field.
This is not meant to be a comprehensive review of the entire field, but rather a
sampling of the types of experiments that can be performed and the knowledge
gained from these studies.

Introduction

Laser cooling of atomic ions has long been used as a tool in physics to explore quantum
entanglement for applications in quantum computing and information (1). More recently, laser-
cooled atomic ions have been used as a platform for studying cold chemistry (2–12). Here, we
describe an experimental system called a “Coulomb crystal,” where laser-cooled ions are confined in
traps at sufficiently low translational energies that they form an ordered structure. We then present a
range of experiments undertaken using this platform, from studies of reactions with an atomic species
to reaction systems of increased complexity, involving molecular ions and neutral molecules. We also
describe a few spectroscopic studies enabled by Coulomb crystals before discussing some possible
future directions of the field. This is not meant to be a comprehensive review of the entire field, but
rather a sampling of the types of experiments that can be performed and the knowledge gained from
these studies.

© 2021 American Chemical Society
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There are a number of advantages associated with using Coulomb crystals for chemical reaction
studies. First and foremost, Coulomb crystals enable ionic species to be cooled to translational
temperatures of ~ 10 mK to 10 K (as detailed in the following sections), creating a dense and
localised target of trapped reactants. Such environments allow laboratory-based reaction studies to
be carried out in conditions comparable to those found in remote regions such as the interstellar
medium (ISM). The high degree of control that can be exerted over the trapped reactants, and the
range of complementary detection methods available, are also beneficial for the study of fundamental
chemical reactivity. The ultra-high vacuum conditions and long trapping times (up to hours) make it
possible to study slow or infrequent processes with high sensitivity. Finally, in many cases, the ionic
products of ion-neutral reactions studied in Coulomb crystals can be confined and accumulated in
the trap—allowing product formation to be directly monitored.

Coulomb Crystals

A Coulomb crystal is an ensemble of cold, tightly-confined ions. Upon laser cooling, trapped
and translationally cold ions can adopt an ordered lattice-like (or “crystalline”) structure. Linear
Paul ion traps are commonly used to confine the ions, although other trap designs (such as Penning
traps) can also be employed (5). A Coulomb crystal is formed when sufficient kinetic energy has
been removed from the trapped ions, such that the potential energy of the ions far exceeds their
kinetic energy: Epot/Ekin 160 (13, 14). The combination of confining forces imposed by the
trapping fields and repulsive Coulombic forces between neighbouring ions gives rise to a periodic
arrangement of ions. Neighbouring ions are typically separated by 10−20 µm, with a density on the
order of 108 ions cm−3 (4, 6, 10). Coulomb crystals can adopt a number of different shapes—from
one-dimensional strings to three-dimensional spheroidal or spherical structures—depending on the
number of trapped ions and the trapping potential. Most of the studies discussed in this chapter
involve spheroidal crystals, containing between a few hundred and a few thousand ions.

Laser-cooling schemes have been implemented for the alkaline earth metal cations (Be+ , Mg+,
Ca+, Sr+, Ba+, Ra+) and species such as Yb+, providing a highly efficient means of removing kinetic
energy from these trapped ions (15–17). A frequently adopted laser-cooling scheme for Ca+ ions
requires only two diode lasers: one to excite the 4s 2S1/2 → 4p 2P1/2 transition and the other to pump

population out of the metastable 3d 2D3/2 state, returning it to the main cooling cycle. However,
there are experimental challenges that make laser cooling impractical for the vast majority of ionic
species beyond the ones mentioned above. This is particularly true for molecular ions, where the
complex energy level structure (arising from the additional vibrational and rotational states) requires
multiple lasers to address population lost to states outside the main cooling cycle. Ionic species that
are not amenable to laser cooling can instead be “sympathetically cooled” into a Coulomb crystal,
where the cooling impacts only the translational motion of the co-trapped ions. Sympathetic cooling
occurs when co-trapped ions undergo elastic collisions with laser-cooled ions, and is most efficient
when the collision partners have similar mass-to-charge ratios. It is therefore important to consider
the properties of the target ionic species when selecting an appropriate laser-cooled species. For
example, Be+ ions are an obvious choice when one wishes to co-trap ions with low mass-to-charge
ratios. For studies involving heavier ions, laser-cooled Ba+ ions are often required. As will be seen in
the subsequent sections of this chapter, a diverse range of ionic species have now been incorporated
into multi-component Coulomb crystals.
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In addition to removing kinetic energy from the trapped ions, the laser-cooling cycle also makes
it possible for ion lattice positions to be directly observed. The fluorescence emitted by laser-cooled
ions as they return to the ground electronic state can be imaged with a microscope objective and
recorded with a camera, facilitating direct observation of the average locations of laser-cooled ions
within the crystal. It should be noted that individual ions are (typically) not directly observed, as the
ions within the crystal are constantly exchanging positions. Rather, it is the lattice positions of the
trapped ions—their average locations within the crystal framework—that is captured. Experimental
images of the central slice of a spheroid-shaped Coulomb crystal are shown in Figure 1. While it is
not possible to directly observe any sympathetically-cooled ions in the crystal (as these species do not
fluoresce), their presence can be indirectly established from the positions of laser-cooled ions. As the
confining forces experienced by trapped ions depend on their mass-to-charge ratios, different ionic
species will localise in different regions of the trap in multi-component crystals. In this way, species
with lower mass-to-charge ratios will localise along the central axis of the trap (giving rise to a dark
core, when these species are sympathetically cooled). Figure 1 shows the changes in the fluorescing
Ca+ framework when different numbers of Xe+ and ammonia ions are present in the crystal (18).

Figure 1. Experimental images of the central slice of a three-dimensional Coulomb crystal. (A) Shows a
Coulomb crystal containing only laser-cooled Ca+ ions. In image (B), sympathetically-cooled Xe+ ions have
been incorporated into the crystal. While the Xe+ ions cannot be directly imaged (they are not laser cooled,

and so do not fluoresce), their presence can be seen in the characteristic flattening of the lattice positions of the
Ca+ ions in the crystal. Images (C) to (F) show the progress of a charge transfer reaction between Xe+ ions

and neutral ammonia molecules, with the formation of ammonia ions able to be observed through the
growth of a dark core in the centre of the crystal. Reproduced with permission from reference (18).

Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

Reaction Studies

Lasers play a number of important roles in the study of reactions using Coulomb crystals. In
particular, lasers can be used to form ionic reactants, laser-cool trapped ions, state-select reactants,
initiate reactions, and probe ionic reaction products. The first reaction involving Coulomb-
crystallized ions was reported in 2000, involving an atomic ion and diatomic neutral molecule: Mg+

+ H2 → MgH+ + H (19). In the decades since this first study, advances in detection methods
have seen reactions of increasing complexity examined within Coulomb crystals. Reaction systems
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featuring polyatomic reactants and multiple competing product channels have been successfully
studied, enabling reaction ratecoefficients and branching ratios to be established, as well as
elucidating reaction mechanisms. In this section, the ways in which lasers facilitate the study of
reactions in Coulomb crystals will be presented, alongside a discussion of the chemistry that has been
uncovered.

Processes Involving an Atomic Reactant

Reactions of Laser-Cooled Ions

The earliest reaction studies in Coulomb crystals focused on processes involving laser-cooled
ions: systems where (predominantly) Be+, Mg+, Ca+ or Ba+ ions were the ionic reactants. There
are several reasons why understanding the reactions of laser-cooled ions are of interest. In some
cases—especially for reactions involving Be+ and small molecules such as H2—the reactions are
directly relevant to the chemistry occurring in the ISM (20). In other cases—for example, in the
reaction of Ca+ with CH3F—experimental measurements enabled theories of reactivity to be
challenged and the importance of certain features of the underlying potential energy surfaces (PESs)
to be established (21). In all cases, quantifying the reactivity of laser-cooled ions with any neutral
reactant of interest is an important first step before the reactions of other co-trapped ionic species
can be considered. This is because the presence of laser-cooled ions is a prerequisite for forming
Coulomb crystals; it’s important to know how quickly the laser-cooled ions might react with neutral
molecules of interest, as these reactions must be accounted for in any subsequent analysis involving
co-trapped ionic reactants. (For example, H2O reacts readily with Be+ (22) but more slowly with

Ca+. As such, examining the reactions of co-trapped ions with H2O is more straightforward in Ca+

Coulomb crystals than in Be+ crystals.)
Examining the reactivity of laser-cooled ions may initially appear to be straightforward. In one

sense, it is; no other ionic reactants need to be introduced, as the laser-cooled ions that make up
the observable framework of the Coulomb crystal are also the ionic reactants. However, extracting
properties such as state-specific rate coefficients from these studies is often far from simple. This is
because of the multiple electronic states that are populated as part of the laser-cooling process. For
example, the laser cooling scheme for Ca+ ions introduced earlier in this chapter populates three
electronic states: the ground (2S1/2) state and two excited (2P1/2 and 2D3/2) states. In some reaction
systems, the process of interest is only energetically accessible when ions are in the highest-energy
state (2P1/2 for Ca+ reacting with neutral NO) (23). There are, however, numerous examples of
systems where more than one electronic state can give rise to reaction products; frequently, two or
more excited states populated during the laser cooling cycle lead to exothermic reaction channels.
To ascertain the contribution of each electronic state to the experimentally observed rate coefficient,
it is necessary to vary the population in each of the reactive electronic states in a controlled
manner—such as by adjusting the de-tuning of the cooling laser(s). The Optical Bloch Equations can
then be employed to estimate the relative population of each electronic state (21, 24). By undertaking
measurements at a range of different population distributions, reaction rate coefficients for each state
can be determined.

Numerous reactions involving laser-cooled ions have been studied in Coulomb crystals. These
include the reactions of Be+ with H2, HD, D2 and H2O (20, 22); of Mg+ with H2 and D2 (19); of
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Ca+ with Li, K, Rb, H2, NO, O2,H2O, HOD, N2O, ND3, CH3F, CH2F2, CH3Cl, CH3CN and

3-aminophenol (21, 23–34); of Ba+ with O2, Br2, CO2,N2O, CH3Cl, CH3OH and SF6 (35–38);
of Yb+ with Li, Ca and Rb (38–40); and very recently, of Ra+ with CH3OH (41). Many of these
studies have been discussed in depth in earlier review articles, and so will not be covered in detail
in this chapter (2–6, 10–12). It should be noted, however, that a number of these systems display
interesting chemical reaction dynamics. The classical picture that one might conjure for a barrierless
reaction pathway—where the colliding reactants simply roll down a potential energy hill to form
products—frequently oversimplifies the chemistry. For example, the presence of features such as
submerged barriers can give rise to experimental rate coefficients that are lower than predicted by
capture theory calculations, even in “simple” reactions involving an atomic ion and a small molecular
neutral reactant (21, 22).

Reactions of Co-trapped Atomic Ions

Moving beyond processes that involve laser-cooled ions, other ionic species can be
sympathetically cooled into Coulomb crystals and their reactions studied. A number of charge
transfer reactions have been examined with co-trapped, sympathetically cooled atomic ions. For
example, the charge transfer reaction Mg2+ +O2 → Mg+ +O2+ has been studied in a Mg+ Coulomb
crystal. Both product ions have mass-to-charge ratios that enabled them to be confined by the
trapping potential (and subsequently incorporated into the crystal). However, the exothermicity of
the reaction (~2.8 eV) significantly exceeded the depth of the trap (~1.0 eV). Thus, the majority of
product ions were imparted with > 1 eV of kinetic energy and therefore were able to escape from
the trap volume (42). As few product ions were trapped, the reaction was studied by measuring the
loss of reactant ions. The reaction between Ne+ ions and CH3CN molecules has also been studied

in a Ca+ Coulomb crystal by monitoring the loss of Ne+ reactant ions (43). While monitoring
the consumption of the ionic reactant can provide important details about the overall reactivity of
the system, reaction studies are even more powerful when combined with the knowledge of what
products are formed.

For the charge-transfer reactions between rare-gas ions (Ar+ , Kr+ and Xe+) and two
isotopologues of ammonia (NH3 and ND3), all product ions were able to be confined by the trapping
fields. This is because the reaction exothermicities of ≤ 5.6 eV were well within the trap depth of ≥
6.3 eV for the ammonia product ions (44, 45). The charge-transfer reactions were studied using Ca+

Coulomb crystals, with neutral rare-gas atoms admitted to the reaction chamber and subsequently
ionised using appropriate resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionisation (REMPI) schemes to
generate the ionic reactants. The reaction progress was observed visually (by monitoring changes in
the locations of fluorescing Ca+ ions in the crystal) and through time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(ToF-MS) measurements, where both the reactant and product ions were detected.

When examining the experimental rate coefficients for the charge-transfer reactions of rare-gas
ions with ammonia isotopologues, an unexpected inverse kinetic isotope effect (KIE) was observed:
ND3 was found to react faster than NH3. Capture theory calculations could not account for the
presence of inverse KIEs or the magnitude of the experimentally measured rate coefficients in any
of the (Ar+, Kr+ or Xe+) charge-transfer systems investigated. Detailed theoretical work established
that there were no energetically accessible crossing points between the product and reactant potential
energy surfaces, indicating that charge transfer is not straightforward in these systems. It is proposed
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that the efficiency of non-adiabatic coupling between the reactant and product surfaces, in addition
to the properties of the reaction complex, play important roles in determining the likelihood of
charge transfer occurring (45). While further work is required to confirm the validity of the proposed
explanation, the experimental findings indicate that caution should be employed when using capture
theories to estimate rate coefficients in the absence of any supporting experimental data. This is
especially important in the context of astrochemical models, as many of the databases developed
to describe the chemistry of the ISM are heavily dependent on capture-theory-based estimates of
reactivity.

In another study examining processes relevant to astrochemistry, the reaction of C+ ions with
H2O molecules was studied in Be+ Coulomb crystals (46). The ionic species were formed by laser

ablation of neutral Be and graphite, with the C+ ions subsequently sympathetically cooled by the
laser-cooled Be+ ions. As the neutral reactants were buffer-gas cooled prior to being admitted to the
ion trap chamber, the reaction was able to be studied under conditions comparable to those seen in
cold interstellar clouds (~ 20 K). The C+ +H2O reaction yields either HCO+ or HOC+ product ions
(alongside an H atom), with these two product channels indistinguishable by mass spectrometry.
The enhanced reactivity of HOC+ ions was exploited, as only this isomer undergoes further reactions
with N2 to form N2+ CO products. (Note that, to further separate the final product mass channels,
15N2 was used in place of 14N2.) Aided by this secondary reaction, the HCO+ and HOC+ product
channels were able to be distinguished using ToF-MS detection methods, allowing the branching
ratio of HCO+ to HOC+ formation to be ascertained (46).

Other Reactions Involving Atomic Species

Technical advancements have seen the combination of ion traps with traps for neutral species. In
these “hybrid” trap set-ups there is spatial overlap between the two trapping volumes, enabling the
species held within each trap to interact at very low collision energies. Collisions have been studied
between a range of trapped ions (in Coulomb crystals confined within an ion trap) and ultracold
atoms (in a magneto-optical trap, MOT). Many of these collisions—especially those occurring
between atomic ions and atoms—involve elastic or inelastic scattering, where energy is transferred
between the collision partners, but there is no change to the chemical identities of the species. As
we are focusing on how lasers facilitate ion-neutral chemical reactions, non-reactive collisions fall
outside the scope of this chapter. More details on inelastic scattering in hybrid traps can be found in
a recent review paper (47).

Reactive collisions can also occur in hybrid traps, with some interesting chemical behaviour
observed in the ion-atom reaction systems examined. While the collision energy is typically very low
(from ~ 10 K down to a few mK), the neutral atomic reactant is frequently in an excited electronic
state. As described above with laser-cooled ions within Coulomb crystals, the laser cooling of atoms
confined in the MOT populates excited electronic states. As such, there can be a significant amount
of internal energy in the colliding reactants—even though there is very little kinetic energy in the
system. The synthesis of a hypermetallic alkaline earth oxide BaOCa+ illustrates how, in some cases,
it is necessary to consider additional excited states besides those directly involved in the laser cooling
cycle (37). The formation of BaOCa+ involved several steps. In the first instance, CH3OH molecules

were admitted to a reaction chamber containing a Ba+ Coulomb crystal, resulting in the formation
of sympathetically cooled BaOCH3+ ions (with other product ions resonantly excited and thereby
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removed from the crystal). The trapped BaOCH3+ ions were then overlapped with ultracold Ca

atoms confined in a MOT (or magnetic trap), with the formation of BaOCa+ productions confirmed
by ToF-MS measurements (37). While the BaOCH3+ + Ca (1S0) → BaOCa+ + CH3 reaction
is exothermic, an intrinsic reaction coordinate calculation identified a significant reaction barrier
(of approximately 10 kcal/mol) along the reaction pathway (see Figure 2). This implied that Ca
reactants needed to be in an excited state for the reaction to proceed|and yet, tuning the parameters
of the MOT lasers, thereby modifying the relative populations of the various excited singlet states
populated as part of the laser cooling cycle, did not change the overall reaction rate coefficient.

Figure 2. (A) The energies of stationary points along the reaction pathways involving Ca (1S0) (in black)
and Ca (3PJ) (in red) proceeding to BaOCa+ products are indicated, calculated using the CCSD(T)
method and a cc-pV5Z basis set. Note the presence of an energetic barrier to reaction in the Ca (1S0)

pathway. There is only a submerged barrier for reaction with Ca (3PJ). (B) Ca energy level diagram, with

the states involved in the laser cooling scheme indicated. The reaction Ca (3PJ) states are indicated in bold
text and highlighted. Reproduced with permission from reference (37). Copyright 2017 American

Association for the Advancement of Science.

When exploring possible explanations for why the rate coefficient was unchanged when the
populations of different excited states involved the laser cooling cycle were modified, the authors
recalled some interesting findings from the 1990s. It was previously reported that spin-forbidden
transitions from the excited singlet states of Ca (populated during the laser cooling process) could
produce Ca atoms in the triplet (3P) states (see Figure 2) (48). While metastable triplet Ca atoms
are not confined by the MOT, their continuous production (albeit in small numbers) was sufficient
for the reaction to proceed. Theory calculations confirmed that the BaOCH3+ Ca (3PJ) → BaOCa+

+ CH3 reaction is indeed energetically accessible, featuring only a submerged barrier. Reactions
with Ca in the singlet excited states were proposed to feature energetic barriers (as seen with ground
state Ca). Additional measurements involving triplet Ca atoms held in a magnetic trap confirmed
the validity of the proposed mechanism, with the rate coefficient exhibiting a linear dependence on
the number of Ca (3PJ) atoms in the trap as anticipated (37). The fact that this reaction was able to
be detected—with the presence of very few reactant species in the trap volume—demonstrates the
extreme sensitivity of the approach and the benefits of conducting experiments where product ions
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can be trapped and the reaction process can be closely monitored. It also reinforces the importance of
considering a range of possible excited-state pathways when examining the reactions of laser-cooled
species.

Several other interesting reaction processes involving atomic species have been examined in
hybrid traps. Low-energy reactive collisions have been studied between BaCl+ ions and electronically
excited Ca (1P1) atoms. Over the collision energy range 0.3–2 K, the reaction rate coefficient was
found to decrease with decreasing temperature—in contrast to expectations from capture-theory
calculations. The experimental observations were rationalised by consideration of a competing
process: radiative decay of the Ca (1P1) reactants, producing (unreactive) ground state Ca atoms
(49).

Finally, charge-transfer reactions Rb + O2+ and Rb + N2+ have also been studied in a hybrid

trap set-up at low collision energies (50). With both ground state (2S1/2) and excited state (2P3/

2) Rb atoms (populated by the MOT cooling lasers) able to react with the trapped molecular ions,
nine energetically accessible product channels were identified in each system. The multiple close-
lying product states arise because of the open shell nature of the reactants. Detailed theory work
revealed some interesting reaction dynamics, with more than one pathway leading to the charge
transfer products. The competition between short-range and long-range forces was identified as
giving rise to the different charge-transfer mechanisms; when non-adiabatic coupling between the
reactant and product surfaces was efficient, long-range interactions dominated and capture theory
was found to describe the process well. In cases where non-adiabatic coupling was less efficient, the
locations of curve crossings and subtle features on the underlying potential surfaces were found to
be important—with short-range effects dominating the reaction kinetics. Perhaps most importantly,
the authors noted that it was not possible to anticipate which behaviour might dominate in the
absence of in-depth theoretical calculations (50).

Processes Involving Two Molecular Reactants

In addition to facilitating studies of ion-molecule reactions where one reactant is an atom,
Coulomb crystals have increasingly been used to study bi-molecular reactions. Extending the
advantages of sympathetic cooling to molecular ions has opened up the possibility of studying a much
wider array of reactions in Coulomb crystals. There have been far fewer molecular ion-molecular
neutral reaction studies so far as compared to reactions with one atomic reactant. One of the reasons
for this is the added complexity of detecting multiple ionic products, as there are often several
energetically accessible reaction pathways present when there are more atoms participating. There
are two main detection methods that have been used to measure bi-molecular reactions in Coulomb
crystals. The first involves imaging the fluorescence from the Coulomb crystal and inferring the
decrease of reactant ions and increase of product ions from the shape of the crystal, aided by
molecular dynamics simulations. The second uses ToF-MS to more directly measure the number of
reactant and product ions as a function of reaction time. Below, we present some example reactions
using both of these methods.

Indirect Reaction Product Determination

Many of the early studies of reactions between neutral molecules and molecular ions in Coulomb
crystals used indirect detection methods. These methods include imaging the fluorescing laser-
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cooled ions, exciting motional resonances in the crystal that depend on the mass of the trapped ions
and observing the change in florescence, as well as more exotic methods.

The first of these methods, crystal imaging, takes advantage of the fact that the trapping potential
depends inversely on the mass of the trapped ion. Thus, ions heavier than the laser-cooled species
will reside farther from the center of the trap than the laser-cooled atoms; ions lighter than the laser-
cooled species will reside near the trap center, displacing the laser-cooled species. This all leads
to a deformation of the fluorescing laser-cooled ions within the crystal, which can be imaged and
recorded with a camera. The relative numbers of the different ionic species in the trap can be inferred
from these images. There are, however, limitations to this method. Primarily, it only distinguishes
between ions that have either a larger or smaller mass than the laser cooled species, but does not
distinguish between two species of ions that are both lighter or heavier. Additionally, although
the number of lighter ions present in a dark core can be determined quite accurately, heavier ions
that sit outside the fluorescing laser-cooled ions have a much smaller impact on the shape of the
crystal—making it much more challenging to determine the number of heavier ions present.

One of the first experiments to use crystal imaging to study a reaction was a multi-step “recycling
reaction,” where the process started by reacting a string of Ca+ with background O2 to form CaO+

(29). The presence of the molecular ions could be deduced by Ca+ ions disappearing and dark spots
appearing in the string. The next step was to introduce CO gas to the vacuum chamber. CO reacted
with the CaO+ to form trapped Ca+ ions and CO2. The evidence indicating that this second reaction

had taken place was seen in the reappearance of fluorescing Ca+ ions in the string (29).
In addition to using strings of laser-cooled atoms to sympathetically cool molecular ions, full

3D crystals can be used to cool a larger number of molecular ions. An example reaction of this type
started by loading OCS+ ions into a trap that contained laser-cooled Ca+ ions (3). As the OCS+ ions
have a higher mass than Ca+, they form a dark shell around the Ca+ framework and cause a flattening
of the radial edge of the crystal. Neutral, room-temperature ND3 gas was leaked into the vacuum

chamber to initiate the charge transfer reaction OCS+ + ND3 → OCS + ND3+ (3). The progress of
the reaction was measured by observing the appearance of a dark core in the center of the crystal, with
a slight lessening of the radial distortion. These images were then compared to images created from
molecular dynamics simulations to determine the number of each type of ionic species present in the
trap as a function of time. This allowed for the determination of a room temperature rate coefficient
(3). The experiment was repeated using a velocity-selected molecular beam of ND3, which enabled a
rate coefficient to be determined at a translational temperature of approximately 5 K.

The control afforded by a similar Stark velocity filter was used to study reactions of
sympathetically cooled N2H+ ions with a cold, guided beam of acetonitrile, CH3CN (33). The beam
of CH3CN emanated from a nozzle that could be cooled down to 50 K by a cryocooler. The CH3CN
beam was then guided by an electrostatic quadrupole around two 90° bends. With a voltage of ±
3 kV applied to the rods of the quadrupole, the peak longitudinal speed of the guided CH3CN
was 34(1) m/s, which corresponded to an average collision energy with the trapped ions of 3 K.
The CH3CN beam impinged on an ion trap that contained both laser-cooled Ca+ and N2H+ ions.
The only energetically allowed reaction is a proton transfer reaction, which forms CH3CNH+ ionic
products. A reaction rate was determined by measuring the disappearance of the dark core containing
N2, assuming cylindrical symmetry in the crystal and a constant number density of neutral reactants
(33).
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Another related, but specialized, detection method uses a two-step process to monitor the
progress of a particular class of reaction, where the only difference between the reactant and product
ion is the internal rotational state. This detection method has been demonstrated in an experiment
involving quantum-state selected N2+ ions, which were trapped along with laser-cooled Ca+ ions

(51–53). The charge transfer reaction N2+ +N2 → N2 +N2+ was initiated by directing a molecular
beam of N2 at the trapped ions (53). The reactant and product ions were chemically identical, but

the product ions were rotationally excited. To measure the number of product N2+ ions formed as
a function of time, the product ions were optically pumped to excited vibrational states where they
could react with Ar atoms also present in the vacuum chamber (53). Excited N2+ ions that reacted
were no longer trapped in the dark core of the crystal, and so images of the crystal showed a decrease
in the volume of the dark core as the reactions progressed.

Besides imaging the spatial structure of the laser-cooled species to measure ion-molecule
reactions, one can use the magnitude of the fluorescence signal to gain information about the non-
fluorescing ions. This method relies on the fact that the secular motional frequencies in the trap are
impacted by the mass-to-charge ratios of all ions present in the crystal. To detect a change in the mass
of the ions, which happens when a reaction takes place, the fluorescence from the laser-cooled ions
is recorded while the trap is “shaken” at different frequencies. When this modulation approaches
a motional resonance, the translational temperature of the ions increases and the magnitude of the
florescence changes. This method has been used to measure several molecular reactions including
H3+ + O2 → HO2+ +H2 (20) and H3O+ + NH3 → NH4+ +H2 (54).

Direct Reaction Product Determination

The previous sub-section described reaction detection methods based on imaging the
fluorescence of the laser-cooled ions, with the progress of reactions monitored by measuring changes
in the fluorescence pattern as a function of time. The other main class of detection methods used
to monitor reactions involves ToF-MS measurements—to directly detect the products of a reaction.
This is done by rapidly turning off the quadrupole trap and ejecting all the trapped ions into a ToF-
MS to be able to determine the number of ions at each mass-to-charge ratio, m/z (18, 55–58). This
technique allows one to track the depletion of the reactants, as well as the appearance of the charged
products, over the course of the reaction. And because the m/z ratio is often a unique value for the
possible reaction products (ignoring isomers, which will be discussed below), one can use the spectra
to determine branching ratios and thus possible reaction pathways. This was first demonstrated for
reactions involving molecular ions in a Coulomb crystal with the recording of a charge transfer and
proton addition reaction (56). ToF-MS had also been used previously for atomic ion experiments
(57), and has now been used to study a variety of molecular ion reaction systems.

One such set of molecular ion experiments explored the reactions of acetylene cations with
two isomers of C3H4, propyne and allene, to understand the impact of the isomer structure on
the reaction pathways and products (59, 60). The experiments began by ionizing a neutral beam of
acetylene (C2H2) in the center of a linear quadrupole trap before using secular excitation to eject all

ions except C2H2+ from the crystal. Next, an effusive beam of Ca was ionized and co-trapped with

the C2H2+ ions. Laser cooling reduced the temperature of the ensemble to < 1 K, where a Coulomb
crystal was formed. At this point, neutral C3H4 was introduced into the chamber via a pulsed leak
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valve to react with the trapped C2H2+ ions. The trap was deep enough to capture all product ions,
which were then sympathaically cooled via interactions with the laser-cooled Ca+. By varying the
time between when the C3H4 was introduced and when the ions were ejected into the ToF-MS for
detection, the progress of the reaction was able to be mapped out. Because the reaction proceeded
slower than the time resolution of the measurements, the primary products were distinguished from
ions formed following subsequent reactions of product ions with the excess neutral C3H4 present in
the chamber, as can be seen in Figure 3.

For reactions with propyne, three primary ion products were formed including C3H3+, C3H4+,
C5H5+. However, for allene, only C3H3+ was observed. Using the experimental identification of
these product channels, along with a computed potential energy surface relevant to these reactions,
it was determined that the two isomers proceeded along fundamentally different reaction pathways.
For both reactions, charge exchange initiated the interaction, but this happened at different relative
distances. For propyne, charge exchange happened at a short enough distance that the two reactants
would form a complex that would eventually lead to the C5H5+ product. However, for allene, charge
exchange occurred at long range, which lead to no complex formation. The allene cation then
underwent unimolecular rearrangement to produce exclusively C3H3+ product ions (59). These
proposed mechanisms were validated by using all available hydrogen/deuterium isotopologues to see
the mass shift that occurred upon deuteration (60).

Figure 3. Primary products measured from the reaction of C2D2++ DC3D3 as a function of time. Ion

numbers are normalized to the initial number of C2D2+ in the trap. The reaction time corresponds to the
amount of time propyne is in the chamber. See reference (59) for more details. Reproduced with permission

from reference (59). Copyright 2020 PCCP Owner Societies.
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A similar set of experiments studied the reactions of CCl+ with neutral C2H2 (61) and CH3CN
(62). These experiments were facilitated by the secular excitation-induced “cleaning” of the trapped
ions, as the creation of CCl+ is accompanied by a significant number of contaminant ions. For both
of these reactions, reaction pathways were proposed and branching ratios were measured. While
ratecoefficients were also reported, there is some uncertainty associated with the rate coefficient
measurements, as the concentration of the neutral gas was measured with an ion gauge, which has
well-known calibration issues at the pressures used (~ 10−9 torr). This calibration challenge limits
the accuracy of the determination of ratecoefficients for many of these types of trapped ion reaction
measurements.

Finally, another experiment that took advantage of direct detection of product ions explored how
different nuclear-spin isomers of H2O reacted with sympathetically cooled N2H+ ions (63). A beam
of H2O seeded in argon was created via pulsed supersonic expansion, with population concentrated
in the lowest two rotational states of the vibrational ground state. The ground and first excited
rotational states have different nuclear spin; the absolute ground state is para-water and the first
rotationally excited state is ortho-water. The beam was then sent through an electrostatic deflector
that deflected the two states by different amounts, due to their different Stark shifts. The deflected
beam was directed towards a ion trap containing laser-cooled Ca+ ions and sympathetically cooled
N2H+ ions, which was coupled to a ToF-MS. By adjusting the angle of the molecular beam apparatus
with respect to the ion trap, the relative fraction of ortho-water to para-water could be changed.
Therefore, by measuring both the depletion of N2H+ reactants and the appearance of H3O+ product
ions as the ratio of the two isomers changed in the beam, reaction ratecoefficients were determined
for both states. Through careful measurements and modeling of the molecular beam parameters, it
was determined that the para-isomer reacted 23(9)% faster than the ortho-isomer. This was the first
demonstration of reactions with rotationally state-selected polyatomic molecules and trapped ions
conducted in a Coulomb crystal.

Spectroscopic Studies

Traditionally, laser-based spectroscopic methods have involved the recording of absorption or
fluorescence spectra. These sorts of measurements are not practical for precise studies of trapped
molecular ions in Coulomb crystals, as there are too few molecular ions present. Detecting
absorption or fluorescence from a sample of only a few hundred ions (where the population may be
spread over tens of different quantum states) is beyond the sensitivity limit of most detectors. While
performing direct absorption or fluorescence spectroscopic measurements is not feasible, action
spectroscopy allows infrequent events (or low signal levels) to be detected with high efficiency. In the
most general terms, an action spectrum measures the likelihood of a certain outcome—induced by
a photon-driven process—as a function of photon wavelength. For the applications described in this
chapter, action spectroscopy generally involves monitoring product formation (where the product is
chemically distinct from the parent species that absorbs the photon). Action spectra are frequently
recorded using complementary detection methods, such as ToF-MS or crystal imaging, and can
provide a highly sensitive means of probing the trapped ions of interest.

Although the number of ions is limited in Coulomb crystals, the high degree of localisation
of ions, the long trapping lifetimes, and the largely inert environment are ideal for sensitive
spectroscopic measurements. The potential applications of spectroscopic measurements in this
setting are wide-ranging—spanning the fundamental understanding of molecular properties, to
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identifying spectroscopic transitions in astrochemically relevant species, to quantum logic
spectroscopy. In this section, we provide an overview of the key spectroscopic techniques employed
to probe ions in Coulomb crystals. The discussion builds upon the groundwork laid by earlier reviews
(9, 10), with a focus on some recent results and exciting new developments.

Identifying Molecular Properties

Laser-Induced Reactions

Lasers can be employed to initiate chemical reactions in Coulomb crystals, and in doing so can
facilitate spectroscopic measurements. For example, an endothermic ion-molecule reaction (i.e., a
process that is energetically forbidden for ground-state ions) can become energetically allowed if
the reactant ions are promoted to an excited state. As molecular ions will be excited only when the
laser frequency is resonant with the frequency of a transition, laser-induced reactions can (indirectly)
establish the frequencies of spectroscopic transitions in trapped molecular ions. While this approach
has been utilised for a range of molecular ions in multipole traps, it has only been applied to species
such as N2+ in Coulomb crystals. The primary reason for the limited use of laser-induced reaction
spectroscopic measurements is because it is very difficult to control the internal quantum-state
distribution of most molecular ions in Coulomb crystals.

A central requirement of any laser-induced reaction spectroscopy implementation is that the
molecular ions must initially be in a low-energy state (typically in the ground vibrational level of
the ground electronic state)—else the reaction could proceed without laser excitation. This is easily
achieved for homonuclear diatomic ions that can be formed in a state-selective manner, such as
H2+and N2+, but is challenging to implement for most other molecular ions in Coulomb crystals. As
highlighted in the introduction to this chapter, sympathetic cooling of co-trapped ions occurs due to
elastic collisions with laser-cooled atomic ions. This method is effective at cooling the translational
degrees of freedom of molecular ions, enabling them to be spatially confined and incorporated into
Coulomb crystals. However, long-range Coulomb interactions inhibit short-range encounters; no
inelastic collisions (which change the internal states of the ion) occur between co-trapped ions in
Coulomb crystals. Even molecular ions that are formed in a state-selective manner typically exhibit
a thermal rovibrational state distribution within tens of seconds (65, 66). This is due to interactions
with the ambient blackbody radiation (BBR) field. Only those molecular ions that do not interact
with BBR—such as homonuclear diatomics—retain their initially prepared population distribution.
With the introduction of a number of cryogenic ion trap chambers designed to operate at
temperatures < 10 K (67–70), it is anticipated that maintaining state selectivity in a broad range of
molecular ions will be feasible in the near future. (See (10) for a discussion on some of the other
existing approaches to controlling the rotational state distribution of trapped molecular ions.)

The N2+ ion is one species that has been successfully probed spectroscopically using laser-
induced reactions. N2+ ions were state-selectively formed in the rovibronic ground state following
the (2 + 1′) REMPI of N2. The molecular ions were subsequently sympathetically cooled and

incorporated into the center of a Ca+ Coulomb crystal. A mid-IR quantum-cascade laser was
directed into the ion trap to excite the electric-quadrupole vibrational transition in N2+ and Ar gas

was admitted into the vacuum chamber to react with the excited N2+ (64). The number of N2+

ions excited at a selected laser frequency was identified by monitoring the loss of N2+ ions from
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the crystal as a function of IR laser wavelength. Only vibrationally-excited N2+ ions could undergo

charge transfer reactions with Ar, meaning that N2+ ions were only lost from the crystal when the IR
laser was resonant with a vibrational transition. In this way, the hyperfine components of a dipole-
forbidden, electric-quadrupoleallowed transition in N2+ were able to be precisely established for the
first time (see Figure 4) (64).

Figure 4. The locations of hyperfine components of electric-dipole-forbidden transitions in ortho-N2+ are
shown, as established from the mean number of charge-transfer reactions that occurred as a function of
excitation frequency. Experimental data points are indicated by solid squares/circles, with error bars

indicating the uncertainty in the measurements. Dotted lines indicate Gaussian fits to the three transitions
identified, with the sum of these Gaussians shown as a solid line. Vertical lines represent theoretical

predictions of the transitions, with the shaded regions illustrating the uncertainty in these calculations. See
reference (64) for more details. Reproduced with permission from reference (64). Copyright 2014 Nature

Publishing Group.

Resonance-Enhanced Multiphoton Dissociation, REMPD

Resonance-enhanced multiphoton dissociation (REMPD) schemes have been employed to
spectroscopically probe molecular ions in Coulomb crystals. The operating principle of REMPD is
similar to that seen in REMPI schemes—with the key difference being that the species of interest
is resonantly dissociated with REMPD (rather than ionised, as occurs with REMPI schemes).
Spectroscopic transitions are identified by monitoring either the loss of dark ions (when the product
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ion, such as H+, cannot be confined by the trapping fields) or the change in the mass of the trapped
ions (if the product ions are subsequently trapped) as a function of the REMPD laser frequency.
When the molecular ion of interest is resonantly dissociated, the loss of the parent ion can be
sensitively detected through imaging methods (frequently combined with molecular dynamics
simulations). REMPD spectroscopic measurements have been successfully undertaken for trapped
ensembles of MgH+ and CaH+ ions, in Coulomb crystals containing as few as two ions and up to
several thousand ions (67, 71).

REMPD measurements have enabled the rotational state distribution of an ensemble of
Coulomb-crystallised MgH+ ions held in a cryogenic trap to be established, under a range of different
of experimental conditions. Inelastic collisions with helium buffer gas efficiently cooled the rotational
degrees of freedom of the molecular ions, even though the helium collision rate was very low (10 s−1).
By adjusting the properties of the Coulomb crystals, it was demonstrated that the rotational state
distribution of trapped MgH+ ions could be tuned from 7 to 60 K (67).

A rather different approach was employed to probe single CaH+ ions co-trapped with two
laser-cooled Ca+ ions. A two-photon photodissociation scheme first excited a vibrational overtone
of CaH+, before the molecular ion was photodissociated into Ca+ + H fragments by the second
photon. Thanks to multiple repeats and control experiments, two weak vibrational overtone
transitions were able to be experimentally identified in CaH+ for the first time. The REMPD process
was monitored by considering the change in the Ca+ fluorescence signal as the frequency of the
first laser was scanned. With only three trapped ions involved, the laser-induced dissociation process
could be monitored on a single-ion level: the dissociation of a single (dark) CaH+ ion to yield a
(fluorescing) Ca+ ion was observed (71). Subsequent REMPD studies on calcium hydride molecular
ions in Ca+ Coulomb crystals have seen a number of additional rovibronic transitions identified in
the past few years (9, 72, 73). Indeed, the identification of vibronic transitions in CaD+ resulted
in the re-assignment of previously observed vibronic transitions in CaH+. The transitions in CaH+

were initially mis-assigned based on theoretical calculations—numbers that have subsequently been
found to disagree with experimental values by some 700 cm−1 (72, 73). These findings highlight
the importance of detailed investigations when assigning spectroscopic transitions, and the power of
REMPD experimental measurements.

Finally, a related (but non-resonant) technique, termed photodissociation thermometry, was
introduced in 2013 to establish the vibrational-state population distribution of Coulombcrystallised
BaCl+ ions. The method employed broadband photodissociation of BaCl+ to produce Ba+ + Cl,
as there was insufficient spectroscopic information about the molecular ion for resonance-enhanced
dissociation techniques to be implemented. The photodissociation thermometry method enabled
the relative populations of the vibrational levels of BaCl+ ions to be estimated under different
experimental conditions—confirming that vibrational degrees of freedom can be quenched by
collisions with laser-cooled atoms in a hybrid trap (74).

Additional Laser-Based Coulomb Crystal Experiments

There have been a diverse range of other spectroscopy-related measurements performed with
Coulomb crystals (9, 10). As it is not practical to discuss all of these experiments in this book
chapter, several studies that are most relevant to physical chemistry and chemical physics have been
highlighted in the preceding subsections. Other active areas of research include quantum logic
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spectroscopy (75, 76), laser cooling of molecular (AlH+) ions using a broadband laser source (77),
laser-driven BBR-mediated population redistribution in molecular ions (78, 79), Doppler-free
spectroscopy (80), and frequency-comb-driven Raman transitions in atomic ions (81).

Future Prospects

There are many advantages associated with measurements using trapped ions in Coulomb
crystals. A high degree of control can be exerted over the experimental conditions and processes can
be studied with exceptional sensitivity—for both reaction studies and spectroscopic measurements.
The experiments discussed above highlight some of the applications that have been explored using
Coulomb crystals. This body of work has improved our understanding of fundamental molecular
properties and reaction processes, has facilitated critical tests of the accuracy of PESs and theories of
reactivity, and has seen measurements undertaken with direct relevance to gas-phase environments
such as the ISM. The field is still emerging, with new experimental methods, new combinations of
techniques, and new applications likely to be introduced in the coming years. The future prospects
for chemistry with Coulomb crystals are therefore both exciting and wide-reaching.

In particular, new combinations of existing experimental techniques (such as the interfacing of
cold neutral molecule sources with ion traps) will expand the range of reaction systems that can be
examined under cold and controlled conditions. Improvements in detection sensitivity will enable
very infrequent events to be observed. The development of a number of cryogenic linear Paul traps
(see, for example (67–70),) will allow for improved control over the quantum state population
distribution of trapped molecular ions. Finally, sustained interest in the field of quantum computing
will likely see further growth in areas such as quantum logic spectroscopy.

There are also some potential future directions that are rather less obvious (and perhaps less
certain), but which still warrant mentioning here. An open question for the field is whether the
methods described above—implemented for Coulomb crystals composed of cations—can be
extended to anions. While laser cooling schemes have been developed for a number of neutral atoms
and atomic cations, along with a handful of molecular species, laser cooling is yet to be successfully
applied to an anionic species. This is primarily due to there being few (if any) bound excited electronic
states in most atomic anions; as the excess electron is only weakly bound, the threshold energy
for photodetachment of the electron is often very low. Three atomic anions identified as possible
candidates for laser cooling include Os-, La- and Ce- (82–85). Potential laser cooling schemes have
also been proposed for the diatomic carbon anion, C2–, as a number of bound electronic states are
known to lie below the energetic threshold for photodetachment (86, 87). If laser cooling can be
achieved for one or more of these anions, this could enable Coulomb crystals to be formed—and
could see the methods outlined above applied to anionic species for the first time.
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	Figure 5. Window length refers to the final tau delay between two pump pulses. FWHM of the convolution factor is the FWHM of the FFT of a specific pump intensity decay. Open circles refer to modelled data. 1.7 and 3.4 ps decays refer to the HWHM of the modelled pump decay being Fourier transformed. Orange stars correspond to the FWHM of the FFT of the pump decay for the 150 ln/mm grating at two different window lengths. Black stars correspond to the FWHM of the FFT of the pump decay for the 300 ln/mm grating at two different window lengths.

	Noise Reduction and Signal Normalization
	Figure 6. 2D IR pump line out for methyl thiocyanate in dimethyl carbonate, ethylene carbonate and diethylene carbonate with noise reduction applied at 2087 cm-1. Noise reduction improves the low frequency side near the reference pixel dramatically, but the benefit decreases as one moves away from the reference pixel.
	Figure 7. Normalization of 2D IR intensity is shown for long term drift in laser power. a) Orange dots show drift in probe intensity squared monitored at pixel 36 of the MCT array, while blue dots show the drift in the 2D IR signal intensity. Normalization of the 2D signal with the probe intensity squared yields the grey dots. All data collected at Tw equal to 0 ps. b) Blue dots show drift in probe intensity squared monitored at pixel 36 of the MCT array during a Tw collection. Orange dots show the probe intensity squared which is used to normalize the 2D intensities (blue dots) to give the grey dots.

	Microscope Design
	Figure 8. a) Setup for a scanning 2D IR microscope. A single pulse shaper is used to generate pulse pairs for the pump line and a spectrometer is used to collect the probe spectra. The sample is scanned using a stage and the image is generated point by point. b) Widefield 2D IR microscope utilizing 2 pulse shapers to generate pulse pairs in both the pump and probe beam lines. A larger area of the sample is illuminated and imaged onto a FPA allowing multiple spatial locations to be collected simultaneously.

	Scanning 100kHz 2D IR Microscopy of Ionic Liquids
	Figure 9. 100 kHz 2D-IR microscope. The front end starts with a Yb- fiber ANDi oscillator which is split to seed a 100 kHz two stage cryo-Yb amplifier as well as pump a 1675 nm OPO. The OPO output seeds a PPLN OPCPA which is pumped by the 1030 nm output of the Yb amplifiers. DFG using ZGP results in 3 µJ at 4650 nm. The DFG output is split using a half wave plate (λ/2 WP) and wire grid polarizer (WGP). The pump line is sent to a pulse shaper to generate pulse pairs and the probe goes to a delay line. Pump and probe pulses are recombined with half wave plates and wire grid polarizers. A SiGe objective focuses the colinear beams to the sample which is controlled by a three-axis nano positioner. A long pass filter is used to divert light to a visible microscope while letting the mid-IR pass. The pump beam is removed with a WGP and the probe and signal beams are sent to a 100 kHz spectrometer with a MCT array.

	2D IR Microscopy of a RTIL Microdroplet
	Sample Preparation
	Linear FTIR Microscopy
	Figure 10. FTIR of bulk [Bmim DCA: Bmim BF4](1:500 by volume) shown in blue, with background correction. The red line shows the corresponding second derivative spectrum.
	Figure 11. Chemical map of [Bmim DCA] in a [Bmim BF4] droplet generated by integrating the intensity of the asymmetric C≡N stretch spectral feature observed in the FTIR spectra collected across the [Bmim DCA:Bmim BF4] droplet.

	2D IR Results
	Figure 12. Comparison of CLS curves generated from measurements made on bulk Bmim DCA: Bmim BF4 samples in a cross polarized pump-probe geometry and the colinear geometry. Overlap of the blue and grey curves confirms the match between the data acquired in both experimental geometries.
	Figure 13. a) Representative 2D IR spectrum taken from the center of the RTIL microdroplet at TWaiting equal to zero. b) Shows the RTIL microdroplet brightfield image with the scaled integrated intensity of the 0-1 transition for the asymmetric C≡N stretch of the [DCA]- overlaid at points where the spectra were collected. The gold box corresponds to the area where data in (c) is collected across the interface. c) Colored dots correspond to spatial locations across the interface where full TWaiting experiments were performed to TWaiting =30 ps. The y-axis shows the self-normalized integrated intensity of the 0-1 transition for the asymmetric C≡N stretch of the [DCA]-.
	Figure 14. a) Center line slope analysis done on the 0-1 transition of the asymmetric C≡N stretch of the [DCA]- corresponding to the spots shown in Figure 13c. b) Shows the self-normalized integrated intensity of the 0-1 transition of the asymmetric C≡N as a function of space and TWaiting. C) Shows the self-normalized integrated intensity of the negative cross peak between the asymmetric C≡N and the combination mode of the of the C-N asymmetric and C-N symmetric stretch. Integration was done for the cross peak centered at 2130 cm-1 on the pump axis, and 2220 cm-1 on the probe axis of the 2D IR spectrum shown in Figure 13a.

	2D IR Microscopy Monitoring the Oxidation of Copper Electrodes in [Bmim DCA:Bmim BF4]
	Sample Preparation
	Figure 15. Image of 2D IR microscope setup, with inset showing the symmetric copper cell used for electrochemical experiments.

	2D IR and FTIR Results
	Figure 16. a) FTIR of bulk Bmim DCA in Bmim BF4 b) FTIR of Bmim DCA in Bmim BF4 between two copper electrodes with no applied potential present. c) 2D IR corresponding to the sample shown in (a). d) 2D IR spectrum corresponding to sample in (b).
	Figure 17. a) FTIR of bulk Bmim DCA in Bmim BF4 with Cu(OAc)2. b) FTIR of bulk Bmim DCA in BF4 with CuCl.
	Figure 18. Three representative 2D IR spectra from different spatial regions between the counter and working electrodes. Distance from the CE is shown in white inset boxes and corresponds to the location on Figure 19.
	Figure 19. Black and white brightfield taken of a small section of the copper electrodes in Figure 15. Overlaid in gold, purple, blue, and orange dots are the scaled and integrated intensity for the ν=0→1 transitions of the modes centered at 2230, 2176, 2156, and 2130 cm-1 respectively. The x-positions are arbitrarily offset, all the data is from the same dataset.
	Figure 20. a) Spectrum taken 470 µm from the CE, the yellow line parallel to the probe axis corresponds to the line out at 2200 cm-1. b) from dark brown to gold shows data corresponding to the line out in (a) as a function of distance from the CE in 10 um steps. Blue vertical lines correspond to slices where peaks were extracted to compare the intensities of the diagonal peak and cross peak. (c) Shows a ratio between the peak taken at the left blue line in (b) divided by the intensity at the right blue line in (b) as a function of distance from the CE.
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	2D White-Light Spectroscopy: Application to Lead-Halide Perovskites with Mixed Cations
	Introduction
	Results
	Figure 1. Linear absorption spectra of the four perovskite samples, MAPbI3, MA0.75FA0.25PbI3, MA0.5FA0.5PbI3, and MA0.16FA0.79Cs0.05PbI2.43Br0.57, in black, red, green, and blue respectively. The spectrum of the pump pulse used in the 2D experiments is also plotted in orange and spans the band gap of all four samples.

	2D WL Spectroscopy Spanning the Band-Edge
	Figure 2. 2D WL spectra at t2 = 0 fs for a) MAPbI3, b) MA0.75FA0.25PbI3, c) MA0.5FA0.5PbI3, and d) MA0.16FA0.79Cs0.05PbI2.43Br0.57, samples 1-4, respectively.
	Figure 3. a-d) 2D WL spectra of samples 1-4, respectively, at 0 fs waiting time. The spectra zoom in on the diagonal peaks near the bandgap. Solid vertical lines of black, red, green, and blue correspond to the bandgap of each sample. e) Overlay of the diagonal slices, where the black, red, green, and blue traces correspond to samples 1-4 respectively.

	Kinetics and Multiphoton Experiments
	Figure 4. a-d) MAPbI3 2D WL spectra at four waiting times, illustrating the decay of the bandgap renormalization peak at λprobe = 800 nm, and the growth of peak G. e) plots slices through the 2D WL spectra at λprobe = 750 nm (dashed vertical lines), illustrating the fast growth of the GSB close to the bandgap, and the slightly slower growth of the GSB at 620 nm, where f) shows the kinetics at two representative pump wavelengths, 710 nm (blue) and 620 nm (orange).
	Figure 5. a) shows the decay of peak E of samples 1-4 as the black, red, green, and blue traces respectively. c) Fluence-dependent measurements of MAPbI3 at t2 =500 fs show that the fluence dependence of the GSB at all pump wavelengths is quadratic and becomes more non-linear at wavelengths closest to the bandgap. The non-linearity is due to multi-photon effects, in particular carrier-carrier scattering. b, d) show the kinetics of peaks B and D respectively in samples 1-4. Both features are at their maximum intensity within the width of the pulse overlap (first 50 fs). Sample 4 is not plotted in d), as there is no corresponding peak D in sample 4.

	Discussion
	Explanation of Bandgap Features B and D
	Explanation of Kinetics
	Figure 6. An extremely simplified band diagram cartoon of the lead-halide perovskites. The left side represents the valence bands filled with electrons (filled circles), and empty conduction band, and the right side depicts the occupation of the valence band with holes (empty circles) and conduction band with electrons. During the waiting time in our experiments, the excited electrons or holes will cool to the renormalized bandgap (dashed black lines). The cooling is represented with the orange arrows.

	Conclusions and Outlook
	Methods
	Materials
	Perovskite Precursor Preparation
	Perovskite Precursor Synthesis
	Perovskite Film Deposition
	2D WL Spectroscopy
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	Light Matter
	Introduction
	How to Dress a Metal
	Figure 1. Coherent mPP spectroscopy of Floquet quasi-energy ladder. (a) ITR-mPP measurement of nonresonant 4PP from the SS of Ag(111) shown for . Interference fringes appear for nonresonant 4PP from SS and one-photon photoemission from the nonresonantly excited IP state. Horizontal cut through the data shows 4PP spectra of the IP and SS emission (top). Vertical line profiles through the data show interferograms of the coherent 4PP process at the IP (red) and SS (blue) peaks. The inset shows enlarged SS fringes, whose tilting indicates a coherent four-photon transition. (b) The projected band structure of Ag(111) indicating the 4PP excitation process involving excitation from SS via nonresonant interaction with the IP state Rydberg series. The gray shaded regions indicate the projected bulk bands, which are occupied up to EF (dark). The excitation with eV light generates a Floquet quasi-energy ladder (dashed lines), which is detected by 4PP when exciting to above the vacuum level, Evac, into the photoemission continuum (red). (a) Reproduced with permission from reference 40. Copyright 2019 Reutzel et al. Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. (b) Adapted with permission from reference 45. Copyright 2011 American Physical Society.
	Figure 2. The dressing of electronic bands in three photon resonant IP←SS transition. (a) The surface projected band structure of Cu(111). The SS and IP states exist in the projected bandgap between the lower and upper bulk sp-bands (Lsp and Usp). (b) The real space SS and IP state wave functions (unperturbed) from the Chulkov potential showing their surface character and evanescent penetration into the bulk Cu. (c) The 4PP and 5PP processes at low and high applied optical field, E. The dashed lines show the Floquet quasi-energy states derived from the optical field interaction with the SS (red) and IP (blue) states. The main 4PP process (thick) and its 5PP (ATP) replica (thin) are indicated by dotted lines. The application of a strong optical field causes Stark shifting of the intrinsic states and their Floquet replication, resulting in ATS structures in mPP spectra. The surface state wavefunctions and energies are calculated from data in reference 47.
	Figure 3. Bloch, Rabi, and Floquet engineering of metal electronic structure. The Cu(111) surface band structure depends on the periodic crystal potential, which defines (light blue) dependant Bloch bands , the time-periodic optical field (pink), which generates the Floqet quasi-energy state ladder, and Rabi flopping, which depends on the optical field strength E (blue two-pulse field envelope). The dressing of the three-photon resonant IP←SS transition is recorded as an ITR-4PP signal (back panel). The dressing can be seen as the resonant SS and IP band repulsion in the data, which is shown to diminish in ~15 fs intervals as the total instantaneous optical field decreases. Adapted with permission from reference 20. Copyright 2020 Reutzel et al. Published by Springer Nature under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
	Figure 4. Attosecond optical field dressing of the resonant ITR-mPP signal of the three-photon resonant IP←SS transition. The main panel shows the 4PP signal intensity as a function of Ef and τ under interferometric scanning. The upper panel shows the interference fringe intensity image profiles, or I2PCs, at the 4PP maximum (red) and above 5PP (gray). The dressing causes subfemtosecond splitting of the 4PP fringes when the field is maximum due to the dressing. The 5PP signal shows that the signal from 4PP is transferred to 5PP, which undergoes a field strength dependent shift. The side panels show vertical cuts through the ITR-mPP data showing how the field strength changes the spectra at τ=0.0 fs (green) and τ=0.5 fs (pink).

	Creating and Imaging Topological Plasmonic Excitations on the Nanofemto Scale
	Figure 5. ITR-PEEM imaging of a plasmonic vortex.(a) The principle of PEEM imaging. Light incident normal to the surface induces photoemission through a 2PP process. The emitted spatial distribution of photoelectrons is imaged to record the spatial and temporal interference between the SPP and optical fields that captures the plasmonic vortex. (b) Scanning electron microscope image of the Archimedean structure for generation of the SPP vortex. (c) A single pulse PEEM image of the vortex region showing a phase singularity at its center. (d) Fourier filtered image showing the constructive interference petals of the vortex circulating over a period of 0.9 fs. (e) Simulation of the vortex field over the same time interval as in (d). Reproduced with permission from reference 36. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.
	Figure 6. The calculated vortex vectorial properties. (a) The calculated SPP Poynting vectors showing the SPP energy flow direction (arrows) and magnitude (color scale). (b) the kSPP-SAM transverse locking for SPP orbiting motion about the vortex core. (c)The amplitude of the in-plane SPP field (color scale) and its spatially dependent polarization. Linear and circular polarizations define L-lines and C-points, respectively. The scale bars indicated λSPP/2. Reproduced with permission from reference. Reproduced with permission from reference 36. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.
	Figure 7. The plasmonic meron SAM texture. The white background regions mark the areas of linear SPP polarization where its SAM is in plane. Its elliptical domains mark the boundaries of three meron textures with a topological charge of ½. The arrows indicate the SPP SAM direction: it rises from in-plane at L-lines to out-of-plane at the vortex cores. The arrow colors change with the out-of-plane amplitude. Reproduced with permission from reference 36. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.
	Figure 8. The SPP in-plane SAM and its associated L-line meron boundary. (a) The calculated ellipticity of the SPP polarization identifying the linearly polarized, L-line regions as the bright contrast, which define the meron quasiparticle boundary. (b) the extracted L-line distribution from the optical flow analysis of the experimental data. (c) A Poincaré sphere representation of the SPP polarization. S1-S3 axes designate the polarization Stokes parameters. The vortex core coincides with the C-point, where the SPP SAM is normal to the surface plane, and its boundary is at the sphere equator, which defines the L-line, where the SAM is in the surface plane. The scale bars indicated λSPP/2. Adapted with permission from reference 36. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.
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	Nonlinear Light Scattering from Buried Interfaces: Fundamentals and Applications
	Introduction
	Second Harmonic Light Scattering
	Figure 1. Light scattered from liquid solutions containing MG only (red dots) vs. both MG and micron sized PSS polymer beads (blue dots).

	Theoretical Models for SHS and Effects of Particle Size, Composition, and Molecular Adsorption Geometry
	Figure 2. Experimentally measured, angle-resolved SHS (at 420 nm) for MG coated polymer beads of different sizes and compared with calculations using either a) nonlinear RGD or b) nonlinear Mie theory. The x/y axis shown in panel a) defines the laboratory frame coordinate system. Adapted with permission from references 41 (panel a) and 42 (panel b). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society and 2011 American Physical Society.
	Figure 3. Three-dimensional rendition of the SHS pattern for a 50 nm diameter gold particle calculated using nonlinear Mie theory.

	Adsorption Density and Free Energy at Colloidal Surfaces
	Figure 4. a) SHS deduced Langmuir adsorption isotherm for cationic MG interacting with a PSS colloid. b) Displacement of a saturated coverage of MG on the PSS particles by the surfactant, VGP15401.

	Time- and Angle-Resolved SHS Spectroscopy
	Figure 5. a) Schematic representation of an experimental setup for angle-resolved SHS measurements. b) Schematic of a liquid flow jet sample employed in SHS measurements.

	Time-Resolved SHS Microscopy
	Figure 6. (left) Time-resolved SHG images of cationic MG interacting with a living HDF cell. (right) Heat map depicting fit-deduced MG transport rates in the various regions of the HDF cell. Adapted with permission from reference 44. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

	Buried Interfaces in Chemical and Biological Systems
	Molecular Thin Films
	Colloidal Systems
	Colloids of Solid Particles
	Nanoparticles
	Emulsions
	Figure 7. Time-resolved SHS measured following addition of DiA20 (dissolved in ethanol) into water at time t=0 sec. A solution of NaCl was added to the solution near t=150 sec.

	Aerosols
	Biological Membranes
	Model Membranes
	Membranes of Living Cells
	Figure 8. a) Schematic of Gram-negative (E. Coli) cell wall structure. b) Representative time-resolved SHS response of MG interacting with the various membranes in E. coli. The cartons at the top highlight the specific time-dependent interactions giving rise to the characteristic SHS signals at points (1) through (6). c) Uptake of MG observed using time-resolved brightfield transmission microscopy (left) and a comparison of the time-dependent MG uptake responses measured using SHS (green curve) and transmission microscopy (pink curve). The black lines are fittings using the same kinetic model. Adapted with permission from references 30 (panel b) 83, (panel a), and 82 (panel c). Copyright 2014 and 2021 Elsevier and 2020 Wiley.
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	Advances in Vibrational Stark Shift Spectroscopy for Measuring Interfacial Electric Fields
	Introduction
	Vibrational Stark Shift Probes
	Figure 1. Shifting of energy levels and the change in spectroscopic gap due to interaction with the electric field.
	Figure 2. Cartoon depicting various external influences on the frequency of the Stark probe benzonitrile. The externally applied electric field, field from the solvent and ionic environment, polarizing influence of substituents, and specific interaction of the probe such as hydrogen bonding, can all affect the frequency shift.

	The Linear Stark Effect in Benzonitrile and Its Electronic Origin
	Figure 3. (a) Occupancy of antibonding orbitals (ABO) of CN vs electric fields. Electron density decreases in antibonding orbitals towards more positive fields. (b) Differences of occupancy between bonding orbital (BO) and antibonding orbital (ABO) of CN vs electric fields. Occupancy difference increases towards more positive fields, indicating stiffening of CN bond.
	Figure 4. (a) Computed frequency shift of benzonitrile in the presence of fields , and as shown in the inset. The response in the z direction is the largest. (b) Experimental electrochemical frequency shifts for a SAM of mercaptobenzonitrile in 1M KCl solution. The applied potential decays across the monolayer and into the electrolyte due to screening by ions. The gradient of this potential, i.e., the field, induces the frequency shift. For this range of potential, the response mostly remains linear.

	Sensitivity to Fields Not Aligned with the Nitrile Stretch
	Inhomogeneous Fields
	Deviation from the Linear Stark Behavior
	Figure 5. Examples of specific interactions of the benzonitrile probe that cause a frequency shift and can complicate interpretation of Stark shift spectra. (a) Hydrogen bonding of the lone pair with water results in a blue shift with respect to no solvent (dotted line). Therefore a dielectric solvation model discussed later in this chaper (blue line, fitted to non-hydrogen bonding solvents) cannot describe their behavior. (b) A much larger vibrational frequency shift is induced by interaction of the lone pair with a Lewis acid. (c) Cartoon representation of the interaction of nitrile lone pair with a Lewis acid.

	Specific Interactions of the Nitrile Lone Pair
	Linewidth of Nitrile Stretch
	Figure 6. Plot of the widths of Lorentzians used to fit the center frequencies of the nitrile stretch as a (a) function of applied voltage and (b) Hammett parameter

	Applications to Interfacial Problems
	Solvation Field at Metal-Dielectric Junctions
	Figure 7. (a) The elements of interfacial dipolar solvation model. The Stark probe feels an asymmetric solvation environment and interacts with each side, modeled by image dipoles. This interaction results in a net field exerted on the probe, which causes a frequency shift. (b) The experimental frequency shift for benzonitrile on gold in contact with solvents of varying dielectric constant. The one-parameter fit to the model in (a) is shown in blue. (c) The interfacial electric fields predicted from this model as a function of dielectric constant.

	Field at Metal-Electrolyte Junction
	Figure 8. (a) Frequency change as a function of the applied potential and ionic concentration. (b) Electric field experienced by the SAM layer based on the model and the experimentally retrieved parameters. The plot gives the general behavior of how the interfacial field varies with the ionic concentration and potential. (c) Frequency change at 0.3 V w.r.t Ag/AgCl as a function of KCl concentration. (d) Frequency change in the presence of 10 mM KCl as a function of applied potential.

	Field at Metal-Ionic Liquid Junction
	Figure 9. (a) Stark shift spectroscopy at the metal-ionic liquid interface indicates large solvation fields in the presence of ILs with small anions. (b) Molecular dynamics simulations of these interfaces showed that the frequency change was mediated by ion packing and partial ion penetration into the monolayer.

	Water Partition Between the Interface and the Bulk
	Figure 10. (a) The blue-shifted CN stretch in mixtures of aprotic solvents and water can be used as a reporter for the water content at the interface. (b) Our results suggest that a tightly bound layer of ionic liquids near the surface resists dissolution even when the water content in the bulk is in excess of 0.9 mole fraction. The data is for [EMIM+][BF4-] mixed with water.

	Field Caused by Surfactants
	Figure 11. (a) Cartoon representation showing the length scales over which Stark shift spectroscopy and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy report electrostatic effects. (b) Nitrile peak frequencies as a function of cationic, anionic and neutral surfactant concentrations. Cationic surfactant produces the maximum frequency shift of the nitrile which corresponds to the largest interfacial field.

	Stark Probe Tethered to a Reactant
	Figure 12. Potential-dependent evolution of the nitrile stretch spectra during the (a) forward scan and (c) reverse scan. (b) Steady state current versus potential, where the horizontal dotted line at –0.7 V indicates the onset potential for steady-state current.
	Figure 13. Schematic figure showing the sequence of events for the reaction based on our experimental and computational data. (a) The reactant MAMBN-H+ molecules reside outside the EDL and do not feel the polarizing influence of the electrode. (b) The reactant molecules enter the EDL. Some of the reactant MAMBN-H+ molecules undergo the Volmer reaction and form MAMBN, as evidenced by the largely red-shifted peak shown in Figure 12a. Lack of electrochemical current in this range suggests that this is a stationary population and does not turn over. (c) At potentials more negative of –0.7 V, the reaction can turn over yielding a steady state current. Correspondingly, a steady state population of MAMBN-H+ and MAMBN that continue to Stark shift with potential is observed (Figure 12a).
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	Chemical Imaging by Stimulated Raman Scattering Microscopy
	Introduction
	Figure 1. Introduction of Raman-based techniques. (A) Timeline of several key milestones in the development of Raman spectroscopy and microscopy. (B) Schematic energy diagrams of spontaneous Raman, SRS, and CARS processes. A nonresonant four-wave mixing process is responsible for the NRB in CARS.
	Figure 2. Principle of SRS microscopy. (A) Schematic representation of a typical SRS microscope. (B) Quantum interaction scheme of SRS. Each quantum of vibrational transition is accompanied by one photon being annihilated in the pump beam (denoted as the SRL). Simultaneously, one photon is created in the Stokes beam (denoted as the SRG). (C) SRS signal (SRL) detection scheme using high-frequency modulation and demodulation.

	Technical Innovations
	From Single-Color SRS to Hyperspectral SRS Microscopy
	Hyperspectral SRS Microscopy
	Figure 3. Comparison between spontaneous Raman and SRS techniques in terms of common experimental implementation. (A) Spontaneous Raman micro-spectroscopy. (B) Hyperspectral SRS microscopy based on wavelength tuning of a narrowband pump and Stokes beams. (C) Hyperspectral SRS microscopy based on spectral focusing of a broadband pump and Stokes beams. (D) Multiplex SRS microscopy based on a narrowband Stokes and a broadband pump beams.

	Multiplexing SRS Microscopy
	Toward Single-Molecule SRS Detection Sensitivity
	SRS Imaging Beyond the Diffraction Limit
	SRS Imaging in Three Dimensions
	Epi-SRS Microscopy for In Vivo Imaging
	Applications
	Label-Free Biological Imaging
	Lipid, Protein, and Nucleic Acid
	Small Molecules
	Figure 4. Application of SRS microscopy in label-free imaging. (A) Fat storage visualized by SRS in the wild-type and mutants of C. elegans. Reproduced with permission from reference 77. Copyright 2011 Springer Nature. (B) Label-free video-rate SRS imaging shows the heterogeneous distribution of metabolites in Euglena gracilis. Reproduced with permission from reference 78. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (C) Top: quantitative analysis of different lipid molecules using hsSRS based on an unsaturation ratio calculated from R3015/2965(cm-1) (CE: cholesteryl oleate; TAG: triolein). Bottom: lipid compositional changes associated with hepatic steatosis during endoplasmic stress by SRS imaging. Adapted with permission from reference 79. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (D) Left: Raman spectra of DNA, cellular protein, and cellular lipids extracted from HeLa cells. Right: SRS images of a live cell in the mitotic phase from three channels and decomposed distribution of DNA, protein, and lipids. Adapted with permission from reference 85. Copyright 2015 National Academy of Sciences. (E) SRS imaging of acetylcholine at the frog neuromuscular junction compared to a two-photon fluorescence image of α-bungarotoxin staining of acetylcholine receptors. Reproduced with permission from reference 19. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (F) SRS imaging of BaF3 and BCR-ABL1 cells treated with imatinib (20 μM) and nilotinib (20 μM) at 1305 cm-1 shows drug accumulation in lysosomes. Reproduced with permission from reference 88. Copyright 2014 Springer Nature.

	Bioorthogonal Imaging of Small Molecules with Raman Tags
	Isotope Labeling
	Figure 5. Selective examples of bioorthogonal SRS imaging using Raman tags. (A) SRS imaging for newly synthesized proteins in various biological samples by metabolic incorporation of deuterated amino acids. Bottom: time-lapsed imaging of live dividing HeLa cells labeled with deuterated amino acids. Adapted with permission from references 92 and 93. Copyright 2013 National Academy of Sciences and 2015 American Chemical Society. (B) Separation of newly synthesized lipid, protein, and DNA signals (C-D signal) via unmixing in dividing cells. Reproduced with permission from reference 95. Copyright 2018 The Authors. Published by Springer Nature under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. (C) Live SRS imaging of de novo synthesis of DNA RNA, proteomes, phospholipids and triglycerides by metabolic incorporation of alkyne-tagged small precursors. Bottom: Time-lapsed images of dividing cells incubated with 100 μM of EdU. Adapted with permission from reference 49. Copyright 2014 Springer Nature. (D) SRS imaging of 3-OPG uptake in U-87 MG tumor xenograft tissues showing a sharp contrast at the interface of two tumor regions. Adapted with permission from reference 100. Copyright 2015 John Wiley and Sons. (E) Two-color glucose metabolism imaging of choroid plexus in ex vivo live mouse brain tissues. Reproduced with permission from reference 101. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry (F) SRS imaging of phenyldiyne-cholesterol storage in M12 cells (with cholesterol-mobilizing drug HPCD treatment) and in C. elegans. Reproduced with permission from reference 102. Copyright 2015 The Authors. Published by Springer Nature under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

	Alkyne Tags
	Super-Multiplex SRS Imaging
	Figure 6. Super-multiplex SRS imaging. (A) Multicolor SRS imaging of nascent DNA, RNA, and fatty acyl derivatives in live HeLa cells by spectral targeting of different isotopically edited alkyne tags. Adapted with permission from reference 108. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (B) Molecular design of activable Raman probes for enzyme activities based on isotope-edited 9CN-JCP. Raman signals from 9CN-JCP-based probes are activated upon reaction of the probe with the target enzyme due to absorption shifting to the NIR region (electronic preresonance condition). Adapted with permission from reference 109. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. (C) Design of the MARS palette with well-resolved epr-SRS peaks in the cell-silent Raman region. (D) 16-color live cell imaging with eight MARS dyes, four fingerprint commercial vibrational dyes, and four fluorescent dyes. Panel C and D adapted with permission from reference 51. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature. (E) Construction of “Carbow” palette with 20 well-resolved peaks. (F) 10-color organelle imaging in live HeLa cells with targeted Carbow probes. (G) Super-multiplexed optical barcoding with Carbow-doped polystyrene beads in live cells. Panel E, F and G adapted with permission from reference 48. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature.

	SRS Imaging in Material Science
	Structure Characterization
	Figure 7. Application of SRS imaging in material science. (A) Images of an h-BN thin flak with spontaneous Raman and SRS microscopy acquired at 1369 cm-1. Right: thickness quantification with SRS microscopy based on E2g mode. Adapted with permission from reference 110. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (B) 3D SRS imaging of individual synthetic aerosol with three components: nitrile (green), sulfate(red), and oxalate (blue). Adapted with permission from reference 111. Copyright 2020 The Authors. Published by John Wiley and Sons under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. (C) Chemical mapping of CD3CN (2275 cm-1) adsorbed in H-MOR crystals reveals the accessibility of acid sites at different stages of dealumination. Adapted with permission from reference 112. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (D) Left: Structure of Rhodamine 800. Middle: two photon fluorescence images of aqueous microdroplets containing 2 μM Rh800 in hexadecane. Right: Typical background-subtracted SREF spectra of the microdroplet interface and a 20 μM Rh800 bulk water solution. Adapted with permission from reference 114. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. (E) Top left: schematic of a Li-Li symmetric cell under SRS imaging. Top right: average [Li+] vs time at 5 μm, 10 μm, and 50 μm away from the electrode surface. Black lines are a fitting curve based on Nernst-Planck equation. Bottom: Local Li dendrite growth and local Li+ concentration acquired by SRS microcopy at three distinct stages. Reproduced with permission from reference 116. Copyright 2018 The Authors. Published by Springer Nature under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. (F) Top line: SRS recording of fast polymerization dynamics after UV initiation. Arrows are used to represent the polymer wave. Bottom line: Ultrafast dynamics of polymer wave propagation captured in the polymerization rate map. Reproduced with permission from reference 117. Copyright 2020 The Authors. Published by John Wiley and Sons under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. (G) Multicolor live-cell sorting in coculture of three cell lines with SRS imaging after 4 h and 24 h. Each cell line is color-coded with specific Raman-active polymer dots (alkyne for COS-7, nitrile for MEF, and C-D for HeLa) before being mixed in the coculture. Reproduced with permission from reference 120. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry. (H) SRS images of sectioned slices of tumor tissues from mice intravenously injected with targetable Raman beads (AS1411-, MUC1-, and cRGDfk-anchored Raman beads m-9) and untargetable Raman beads (polyT-anchored Raman beads m-9). Reproduced with permission from reference 121. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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	Emerging Trends in Super-resolution Imaging: How Lasers Light the Way
	Introduction
	Single Molecule Localization Microscopy (SMLM)
	Introduction
	Figure 1. Principle of SMLM-based super-resolution imaging. (A) Example of diffraction-limited emission from a single fluorescent molecule imaged on a CCD camera and (B, left) the same image projected in three dimensions. (B, right) Fitting the emission to a model function such as a 2-D Gaussian yields the position of the peak (black arrow), which is approximated as the location of the emitter. (C, i-ii) Individual emitters are modulated between emissive (red stars) and non-emissive (gray stars) states in order to localize each of their positions. (C-iii) Repeating the process builds up a final reconstructed image where each dot represents the localized position of a single emitter.

	Localization without Photoswitching: Laser Modulation Strategies
	Figure 2. (A) Schematic of super-resolution microscopy using coherent control. (B-C) Four different shaped pulses (SP1 – SP4) are introduced to the sample, generating different fluorescent responses from individual emitters (S1 – S4). (D-G) By analyzing images in pairs and taking the fast Fourier transform, single emitters are resolved from a diffraction-limited image. Adapted with permission of AAAS from reference 37. Copyright 2020 The Authors, some rights reserved; Exclusive licensee AAAS. Distributed under a CC BY-NC 4.0 License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).
	Figure 3. (A) Schematic of frequency modulated super-resolution imaging, in which three different excitation sources are modulated at distinct frequencies. (B) The modulating emission of a single fluorophore (top) can be Fourier transformed (middle) in order to determine which dye is emitting (bottom). (C) Two color image of microtubules (green) and mitochondria (magenta). (D) (left) Three-dimensional super-resolution imaging with the z-position of the microtubules encoded as shown in the color bar inset. Mitochondria are shown in magenta. (right) Zoomed-in region of cell. Reproduced with permission from reference 43. Copyright 2018 National Academy of Sciences.

	Controlling the Spatial Excitation Profile
	Figure 4. (A-B) Segmentation of the excitation illumination profile reveals that fluorophore bright time is more uniformly distributed across the field of view with the flat top beam compared to the Gaussian beam. (C) Photon count histograms demonstrate easy discrimination of single emitter vs. multiple emitters with the flat top beam compared to Gaussian excitation. (D) PAINT image of microtubules in COS-7 cells under the different illumination profiles. Adapted with permission from reference 47. Copyright 2019 The Authors. Published by Springer Nature under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

	Localization without Point Spread Function Fitting
	Figure 5. (A) Schematic of MINFLUX. (B) A donut-shaped laser samples different positions (indicated as ri and associated colored dots), leading to different photon counts (ni) from a fluorophore (star). The technique allows for (C) unique positioning of individual photoswitchable fluorophores as well as (D-E) single molecule tracking. Reproduced with permission from reference 58. Copyright 2017 The American Association for the Advancement of Science.

	Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED)
	Introduction
	Figure 6. Principles of fluorescence-based STED. A diffraction- limited Gaussian pump beam (green) excites a population of molecules, while a donut-shaped STED beam (orange) depletes a sub-population of the excited molecules via stimulated emission. Only molecules in the center of the donut undergo spontaneous emission, creating a much smaller effective point spread function (red). (B) Energies of the pump and STED beams relative to the absorption (solid line) and emission (dashed line) of a molecule.

	STED Beyond Fluorescence
	Figure 7. (A) Principle of demodulation pump-probe (DPP) microscopy, in which the intensity of two pumps with different excitation profiles (green) are modulated 180° out of phase. Modulation of the probe only occurs when interacting with species in the center of the donut due to modulation cancelation in the outer periphery of the excitation spot. (B-C) Comparison of (B) normal pump-probe and (C) DPP microscopy for single walled carbon nanotubes. (D) Comparison of spatial resolution of the two techniques. Adapted with permission from reference 73. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.
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	Applications of Lasers and Mass Spectrometry in Molecular Spectroscopy and Molecular Structure Determination
	Introduction
	Early Examples of “Action” Detected Photon Absorption
	Electronic Spectroscopy of Mass-Selected Molecular Cations by Photodissociation
	Figure 1. Schematic of the photofragments spectrometer developed by Huber et al. 14 to measure the electronic predissociation spectrum of O2+ ions. The fast-ion beam was turned by a quadrupole (Q1), which enabled the ion beam to propagate co-axially with the beam from a tunable dye laser. The predissociation daughter fragments were then extracted from the beam path using a second quadrupole (Q2). Adapted with permission from reference 19. Copyright 1980 Elsevier.
	Figure 2. High-resolution fast-ion-beam electronic photodissociation spectrum of N2O+. Reprinted with permission from reference 20. Copyright 1983 Springer.

	Action Electronic Spectroscopies of Anions
	Figure 3. (A) Energy level diagram for OH¯ showing rotational fine structure. (B) Example OH¯ threshold detachment spectrum. The labeled arrows highlight laser frequencies at which there was a dramatic increase in photoelectron fluence. Adapted with permission from reference 41. Copyright 1982 AIP Publishing.

	Infrared Spectroscopy of Ions Held in Ion Traps
	Introduction of “Ion-Bunching” Methods to Enable Efficient Overlap between Mass-Selected Ions and Widely Tunable Pulsed Lasers
	Figure 4. Schematic of the mass-selective photofragmentation spectrometer developed by the Johnson lab at Yale. To separate lighter daughter fragments from heavier parent ions, the voltage difference across the reflectron was changed so that the ion packet of interest was focused on the detector (EM2). Adapted with permission from reference 49. Copyright 1986 Elsevier.

	Mass Messenger or Tagging Brings Linear IR Spectroscopy of Cold Ions
	Figure 5. Tag-free two-color, IR-IR vibrational IRMPD spectrum of H5O2+. The energy level diagram inset depicts the energetics of the two-color process. Cold ions were irradiated first by a tunable infrared laser (hν1) and then by a fixed-frequency CO2 laser. When the first laser was resonant with a vibrational transition the internal energy of the cluster ion increased and the sequential absorption of photons from the CO2 laser provided sufficient energy to dissociate the cluster. Adapted with permission from reference 62. Copyright 1989 AIP Publishing.

	Electrospray Ionization and Cryogenically Cooled Ion Traps Brings Universal Capability for Vibrational Characterization of Molecular Ions, Non-covalently Bound Complexes and Ion Clusters
	Figure 6. (A) Electrospray ion source (1) interfaced to a cryogenic ion trap (9) that is coupled to a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Notably, the ion optics for transferring room-temperature electrosprayed ions to the cryogenic trap includes a 90° turning quadrupole (5). (B) Schematic view of the cryogenic ion trap. Adapted with permission from reference 92. Copyright 2008 AIP Publishing.
	Figure 7. Mass spectra demonstrating the controlled condensation of H2 molecules onto the dianion of dodecanoic acid (C12H20O4)2-. Adducts with 5, 10, and 15 H2 molecules are labeled. Adapted with permission from reference 94. Copyright 2011 Elsevier.

	Structural Characterization of ESI Ions with Cryogenic Ion Vibrational Predissociation Spectroscopy
	Application to Bond-Specific Assignments of Vibrational Transitions Signaling Non-covalent Contacts in Folded Peptides with “Isotope Edited” Spectroscopy
	Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the triple-focusing, isomer-selective cryogenic ion spectrometer currently in use at Yale University. The following sections give examples of how the various components are used in specific applications involving the structure of a biomimetic catalyst, the non-covalent interactions at play in a simple folded dipeptide, and the measurement of surface melting in a water cluster cage.
	Figure 9. (d) Vibrational D2-predissociation spectra of the all 12C and 14N tripeptide catalyst (structure shown in inset). (a-c) Color coded difference spectra of the tripeptide that were obtained by subtracting the heavy isotope substituted spectra from the spectrum in (d). The color coding of the traces and peaks corresponds to the functional groups as indicated in the top schematic structure. Reprinted with permission from reference 97. Copyright 2012 AAAS.

	Isomer-Selective Vibrational Spectra through Two-Color, IR-IR Photobleaching
	Figure 10. (b) Vibrational predissociation spectrum of a mixture of cis and trans isomers of SarSarH+. A probe laser was fixed on green (‡) and blue (†) peaks for the isomer-selective IR-IR double resonance dip spectra in (a) and (c). The dip spectra were obtained by scanning a pump laser upstream from the probe laser and recording a decrease in the signal of the daughter fragment produced by the probe laser. The calculated structures are shown as insets and the associated harmonic spectra are presented at the top and bottom of (a) and (c), respectively. Reprinted with permission from 61. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

	Real-Time Kinetics of Spectral Diffusion at the Onset of “Surface Melting” in a Three-Dimensional Water Cage
	Figure 11. (A) OH and OD stretch regions of the vibrational predissociation spectrum of D3O+(HDO)(D2O)19 recorded at 20 K. The spectrum shows the presence of multiple isotopomers corresponding to the single H atom "locked” to various positions around the cage. (B, trace a) Expanded view of the OH stretch region. The peaks are labeled with the hydrogen bonding environment of the H atom incorporating water molecule, with A = H-bond acceptor and D = H-bond donor. (B, traces b-f) Double-resonance spectra recorded at different temperatures in which the probe laser was fixed at the free OH stretch of an AAD HDO molecule. At low temperatures, there are no dips for OH stretches corresponding to different H-bonding arrangements, indicating that the AAD HDO molecule is frozen in place. At higher temperatures, a dip is recorded for the other positions, indicative of migration of the HDO molecule. Reprinted with permission from reference 110. Copyright 2020 National Academy of Sciences.

	Hybrid Instruments: Integration of Cryogenic Ion Spectroscopy with High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry
	Figure 12. Scheme of the instrument in which the Yale cryogenic, triple-focusing photofragmentation TOF was coupled to a Thermo Fisher Orbitrap mass spectrometer. The inset displays the predissociation spectrum of a dipeptide (black trace) and collision-induced dissociation fragment ions. Adapted with permission from reference 119. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

	Next Generation Methods on the Horizon: Coherent Two-Dimensional Spectroscopies in Mass-Selected, Cryogenically Cooled Ions in Ion Traps
	Figure 13. Schematic of combined one-dimensional and two-dimensional cryogenic photofragmentation mass spectrometer constructed by Fournier at Washington University in St. Louis.
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	High Resolution Infrared Spectroscopy of Highly Reactive Chemical Intermediates: Berkeley Inspiration and a C.B. Moore Retrospective
	Introduction
	George Pimentel: The Early Vision of Rapid Scan IR Spectroscopy
	Figure 1. A. Schematic of Pimentel’s original apparatus schematic for rapid scan IR spectroscopy of CH3 radicals, based on a rapidly rotating IR grating (2000 rpm) to create a high dispersion (1 cm-1/μs) of IR light transmitted through CH3 radicals generated by flashlamp photolysis of precursor in a flow cell. B. Transmitted IR light as a function of time (bottom) and thus IR frequency (top), indicating transient absorption by CH3 in the out-of-plane vibrational mode. Adapted with permission from reference 12. Copyright 1972 American Institute of Physics.

	C. Bradley Moore: High-Resolution Radical Laser Flash Spectroscopy
	Figure 2. A. Schematic of the original Moore apparatus for high resolution IR laser spectroscopy of singlet methylene (1CH2) diradical generated by 308 nm UV excimer laser photolysis of ketene in a flow cell. B Sample high resolution spectral scan region (2.2 cm-1) revealing Doppler limited (Δν ≈ 0.01 cm-1) transient absorption by 1CH2 in the CH symmetric/antisymmetric stretch vibrational modes. Adapted with permission from reference 2. Copyright 1983 American Chemical Society.

	Days of the JILA Slit Jet Supersonic Discharge Expansion Spectrometer
	Figure 3. A. Photo of the JILA slit Jet discharge spectrometer, illustrating the downward gas flow (green arrow) of discharge generated radicals/molecular ions through a 40 mm x 1 mm x 300 mm slit orifice and multipassing of difference frequency generated tunable IR laser light (red arrow) along the slit jet axis. B. Cartoon cut away of the slit jaws, illustrating high frequency square wave modulation of the discharge. Note that the voltage polarity between slit jaw is negative wrt to the pulsed valve ground, which exploits preferential downstream flow of slow “lumbering” atomic cations (Ne+, Ar+) yet facile upstream flow of electrons, i.e. supersonic expanding discharges have diode-like properties.
	Figure 4. A. Fourier transform spectral analysis of the difference laser amplitude noise in units of absorbance sensitivity per root bandwidth vs frequency. The two traces correspond to DFG laser noise in the absence (upper) or presence (lower) of balanced signal-reference detector subtraction with a fast (10MHz) electronic servoloop. Note the 100x reduction in common mode amplitude noise, achieving levels within 2x of the quantum shot noise limit (dashed line). B. Sample demonstration of phase sensitive balanced lock-in subtraction methods in actual spectral scans over the Q-branch region for the symmetric CH2 stretch of ethyl radical, revealing comparable enhancement in absorption sensitivity.

	Sample Slit Jet Discharge Radical and Molecular Ion Systems
	CH3: The Simplest Alkyl Radical
	Figure 5. Sample spectra data scan over a single robvibrational transition (N,K = 1,1 ←0,0) in the ν3 asymmetric CH stretch in methyl radical, revealing systematic improvement of S/N by optimization of CH3I precursor concentrations and discharge currents, achieving a S/N in excess of 1000:1. Note that clear evidence of multiple peaks and substructure, nominally for a single rovibrational line, due to spin rotation (N*S) and Fermi contact (AFI*S) structure. B. Sequential deconstruction of this spectral structure into fine and hyperfine contributions, indicating excellent agreement with experimental lineshape results. The sub-Doppler line widths attainable in the slit expansion (blue arrow) are ≈ 10 times smaller than under typical pinhole (green arrow) expansion conditions, often permitting rare access to radical fine/hyperfine structure information via IR laser spectroscopy. Adapted with permission from reference 71. Copyright 1997 American Institute of Physics.

	Jet-Cooled Molecular Ions
	Figure 6. A. Direct absorption trace transmitted IR laser light transmitted through discharge generated molecular ions (H3+ ν2 (J,K = 2,1 ← 1,0)) in a slit discharge jet expansion, clearly revealing strong in-phase modulation (20 kHz) due to the modulated discharge. B. This modulation obviously motivates phase sensitive detection, results of which are shown for a sample frequency scan over the same rovibrational transition at S/N > 1000:1. Note that the widths for these H3+ transitions are quite broad due to high Doppler velocities in a predominantly H2 discharge, with spectral “wings” due to uncollimated expansion from each end of the slit orifice along the slit jet axis.

	Size Limits for High Resolution IR Jet Spectroscopy of Radicals
	Figure 7. A. Sample high resolution IR spectral scan (in blue) over the out-of-phase CH stretch of phenyl radical in the slit jet dicharge spectrometer, with spectral simulations from a least squares analysis dsiplyed downward (in red). B. A blow up region of this pheny radical spectrum in the Q-branch region, illustrating excllent agreement with all rotational struture and the apparent absence of additional structure due to IVR vibrational coupling between bright and dark manifolds in the upper state. Adapted with permission from reference 111. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
	Figure 8. Partial visual summary of supersonically cooled hydrocarbon radicals and/or reactive chemical species explored/analyzed to date with the JILA slit jet discharge spectrometer, including examples of alkyl (top row), cycloalkyl (mid row), and aromatic (bottom row) radicals. (* represent species under current investigation/analysis).

	Summary and Conclusion
	Figure 9. A. Overview of the Cavity Enhanced IR Frequency Comb spectral capability, currently operational in the mid IR spectral region, with the broadband comb (frep = 250 MHz) injected into a 8000 finesse cavity by Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) frequency sideband locking methods. B. Data in the OH and CH spectral regions from actual air samples (DJN, 6/18/2021) reveal 1000’s of peaks and high (5 ppt) sensitivities due to both abundant (H2O, HDO) and trace (CH4, CH3OH) species present in human breath. Inset: high finesse IR cavity and sample Tedlar inlet gas bag geometry.
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	Modern Techniques, Modern Concepts, and Molecules Doing Stuff
	Introduction
	Discussion
	Spectroscopic Perturbations between Two Electronic States of a Diatomic Molecule
	Figure 1. A comparison of the SiO H 1Σ+ (0,0) (top) and (1,0) (bottom) bands. The (0,0) band at 1435 Å is perturbation free, but perturbations in the v=1 level of the H 1 Σ+ excited electronic state cause the (1,0) band to be shattered. Only one electronic state is responsible for the disruption of the v=1 level and only one fitted inter-electronic state spin-orbit perturbation matrix element is required to create a fully understood pattern. (Courtesy I.Renhorn) 11. Reproduced with permission from reference 2. Copyright 2004 Elsevier.
	Figure 2. Perturbations in the 28Si18O and 28Si16O A 1Π state. The J-values where each A 1Π vibrational level crosses a perturber are marked with a different symbol for each observably different type of perturbing state. This sort of collection of multiple perturbation data provides definitive electronic and absolute vibrational assignments of all of the significant perturbers of a chosen spectroscopic “bright state,” in this case the A 1Π excited state, viewed in absorption from the X 1Σ+ electronic ground state. Reproduced with permission from reference 15. Copyright 1976 IOP.

	Anharmonic Interactions among Vibrational Modes of a Polyatomic Molecule: Polyads
	Polyads in the S0 and S1 States of Acetylene
	Figure 3. Normal modes of the HCCH S1 trans-bent conformer. The displacement structure, mode-#, symmetry, and frequency of the 6 normal modes are presented. Modes 2 and 3 are Franck-Condon active from the linear S0 electronic ground state. Modes 4 (torsion, au) and 6 (“cis-bend,” bu) have nearly identical frequencies and are strongly mixed by both a Darling-Dennison 2:2 anharmonic interaction and a Coriolis interaction. The result is the domination of state-space by bending polyads, denoted by Bn, where n=v4+v6. The anharmonic interaction between modes 3 (trans-bend) and 6 (cis-bend) is needed to create a local-bender, but the strong interaction between the normal modes with frequencies 1047.55 and 768.26 cm-1 is frustrated and apparently concealed by the strong mixing between modes 4 and 6. Adapted with permission from reference 26. Copyright 2015 AAAS.

	Recovery of Patterns: Extended Spectral Cross-Correlation (XCC) Method
	Figure 4. Extended cross correlation (XCC). (a-1) Patterns A and B both appear, with different relative intensities in Spectra 1 and 2. (a-2) Noise is added to the two spectra; (b) the Recursion Map is a plot, resolution element by resolution element, of the intensities in Spectrum 1 vs. the intensities in Spectrum 2. The two straight lines from the origin represent patterns A and B. The slopes of the two lines are the ratios of patterns A and B in spectra 1 and 2. The inset shows how the intensity of each point in each spectrum is related to the fitted ratio direction (R) and the perpendicular offset (d) from this ratio direction. (c) The XCC merit function comes from a robust estimator fit of the angles that best describe each ratio direction. (d) Patterns A and B are reconstructed, based on the two ratio directions determined on the merit function plot, by apportioning the intensity in each resolution element to patterns A and B. Adapted with permission from reference 6. Copyright 1997 AIP Publishing.
	Figure 5. Every vibrational level up to the energy of the trans-cis isomerization transition state is observed, assigned, and fitted. Notice the frequent appearance of the polyad symbol, Bn. State space is dominated by mode-4~mode-6 bending polyads. The interactions and basis-state membership in all of these polyads are inter-related. The Heff polyad fit model generates an eigenvector for every eigenstate. A series of polyads built on 0, 1, 2, and 3 quanta of mode-3 are labeled by enclosure in an oval. Although the polyad model is supposed to be unaffected by quanta in a non-polyad mode, a breaking of the polyad pattern of broken patterns reveals the energy and structure of the trans-cis transition state. Adapted with permission from reference 25. Copyright 2011 AIP Publishing.
	Figure 6. Excitation in ν3 shatters the (v4,v6) bending polyads. The spectra shown are the K′=1 sub-bands of the 3nB2, n=0-3 polyads. The spectra are arranged so that the highest frequency sub-bands (nominally 3n42 are aligned vertically. It appears that the addition of quanta in mode-3 causes a small but slowly increasing lower frequency shift of the nominal 3n4161 sub-band and a large and rapidly increasing shift of the nominal 3n62 sub-band. This is not supposed to happen. Crucial information about the energy and structure of the trans-cis isomerization transition state is provided by how excitation in mode-3 causes the structure of the (v4,v6) bending polyad to break. Detailed analysis shows that the isomerization is in-plane, not torsional, and that mode-4 plays a spectator role. Reproduced with permission from reference 33. Copyright 2009 Elsevier.

	A Broken Pattern of Broken Patterns
	Polyads Encode trans-cis Isomerization on the Acetylene S1 (1Au) Potential Surface
	Figure 7. The transition state for trans-cis isomerization on the HCCH S1 potential surface. Examination of the vibrational structure of S1 acetylene reveals the energy and structure of the transition state for trans-cis isomerization. The symmetric (mode-3) and antisymmetric (mode-6) bending modes combine to form the local-bender motion, which is along the minimum energy isomerization path. Reproduced with permission from reference 26. Copyright 2015 AAAS.

	Photofragment Vibrational Population Distributions Encode the Transition States of a Photolysis Reaction
	Figure 8. Chirped pulse mm-wave (CPmmW) spectrum of 193 nm photolysis products (HCN and HNC) of vinyl-cyanide. More than 30 assigned vibrational satellites of the J=0-1 rotational transitions of both HCN and HNC. Insets show the distinctly different 14N I=1 quadrupole hyperfine splittings. All of the transitions within the 86.5-93.0 GHz sweep range are sampled in each chirped pulse. Their relative intensities are meaningful and correspond to relative vibrational level populations. Reproduced with permission from reference 39. Copyright 2020 National Academy of Sciences.
	Figure 9. 3-Center vs. 4-center mechanisms for photolysis of vinyl cyanide. This is an over-simplified guesstimate of the mechanisms for the production of HCN and HNC. In the 3-center mechanism the leaving CN group attaches the H3 atom to its C-atom end and departs as HCN. In the 4-center mechanism the leaving CN group attaches the H1 atom to its N-atom end and departs as HNC. The co-product of the 3-center path is vinylidene and from the 4-center path is extreme cis-bending acetylene. Vinylidene has its predicted J=0-1 transition within the chirp range of the CPmmW spectrometer, but this transition was not detected, likely due to collisional relaxation into a dense manifold of highly vibrationally excited acetylene. Reproduced with permission from reference 40. Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry.
	Figure 10. Deuterium substitution should have shut down the 3-center mechanism for the formation of HCN. There are three H atoms in VCN, and each could attach to either end of the CN group. Thus, there are, naively, 6 mechanisms. H/D substitution could shut down the HCN/HNC-forming mechanisms involving the replaced H-atom. Replacing the H3 atom would shut down the 3-center mechanism, which had believed to be dominant. The top and bottom spectra are respectively unsubstituted and H3 replaced by D. Surprisingly, the HCN (0200) and HNC (0000) transitions show only a ~15% decrease in the intensity of the HCN/HNC transitions. Adapted with permission from reference 40. Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry.

	Good News and Bad News
	Good News
	Bad News
	Velocity Map Imaging
	Figure 11. CO (v=0) rotational distributions following photodissociation of formaldehyde at energies just above (top) and just below (bottom) the radical threshold. Adapted with permission from reference 52. Copyright 1993 AIP Publishing.
	Figure 12. Velocity map images (left) and total translational energy distributions (right) for the CO (v=0) rotational levels jCO=40 (A), 28 (B), and 15 (C) following photodissociation of formaldehyde in the S1 2143 band. Combs indicate vibrational levels inferred for the undetected H2 product, except for the vibrational levels v = 5-7 associated to roaming, rotational onsets for ortho-H2 are also indicated. Reproduced with permission from reference 48. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.

	Roaming!
	Figure 13. Visualization of a selected roaming trajectory from QCT calculations. Only H atom motions are shown, with instantaneous speed color-coded (blue is slow, red is fast). Force vectors are shown in the abstraction region at 1 fs intervals as the newly formed vibrationally excited H2 departs to the right. Reproduced with permission from reference 53. Copyright 2006 AIP Publishing.
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	Heterogeneous Plasmonic Photocatalysis: Light-Driven Chemical Reactions Introduce a New Approach to Industrially-Relevant Chemistry
	Introduction
	Electronic Structure of Metals for Photocatalysis
	Photon-Assisted Bond Activation Mechanisms
	Figure 1. Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) excitation and dephasing in metal nanoparticles. (a-d) LSPR excitation and subsequent relaxation in a metal nanoparticle (NP) following illumination with a laser pulse and the characteristic timescales. (a) LSPR excitation and redirection of incident photons (Poynting vector) towards and into the nanoparticle. (b-d) Time evolution of hot carriers following LSPR excitation. Photoexcited electrons and holes are represented by the red and blue areas above and below the Fermi level (Ef), respectively. (b) plasmon dephasing through elastic re-emission of photons and nonradiative Landau damping. The initial distribution of hot carriers is highly nonthermal. In the first 1–100 fs following Landau damping, the nonthermal distribution of charge carrier decays through carrier multiplication caused by electron–electron scattering. (c) Following initial thermalization within the 100 fs to 1 ps, hot carriers will redistribute their energy into a Fermi-Dirac distribution. (d) Ultimately, hot carriers relax completely on the 100ps to 10-ns time scale, resulting in heat generation and transfer to the surroundings of the metallic structure via thermal conduction. (e) Calculated time evolution of a number of hot carriers (electrons, red line and holes, blue line) per unit of time and volume as a function of their energy in a 15 nm spherical Ag NP following LSPR excitation using 3.65 eV photon energy. Zero energy refers to the Fermi level. (f-h) First-principles simulation of real-time LSPR dynamics in a small Ag (Ag561) NP. (f) Time-dependent dipole moment response of the NP upon excitation by monochromatic ultrafast Gaussian light pulse. (g) Temporal evolution of electron density oscillations in the NP. Red and blue isosurfaces denote an increase and decrease in electron density, respectively. (h) Time evolution of the energy stored in an excited electronic system. The total energy of the system is divided into the energy of nonresonant electron–hole transition contributions constituting screened plasmon excitation and that of resonant transition contributions constituting mainly hot carriers. A part of the plasmon energy is in the form of Coulomb energy. Figures adapted with permission from: (a-d), Reference 20, Copyright 2015 Nature Publishing Group; (e), Reference 22, Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society; (f-h), Reference 32, Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
	Figure 2. Photo-induced nonthermal bond activation mechanisms. Schematic illustrations showing the activation of adsorbate molecules via indirect hot electron transfer (a) and direct photoinduced charge transfer mechanisms (b) representing three-step and one-step mechanisms, respectively. Indirect energy transfer is characterized by a Fermi-Dirac type distribution following metal photoexcitation, where the photogenerated hot carriers with sufficient energy can populate hybridized metal-adsorbate states to initiate bond dissociation. By contrast, the one-step mechanism proceeds via the direct photoexcitation of charge carriers to the hybridized adsorbate–metal states (i). Alternatively, direct photoexcitation may involve transitions within adsorbate orbitals (ii). (c) Schematic illustration of the proposed TNI mechanism. Hot carrier transfer deposits energy into the adsorbate, resulting in an electronic excitation. The adsorbate then evolves along the excited state PES and may overcome the activation barrier for dissociation (Path 1). Alternatively, the adsorbate may return to a vibrationally excited state in the ground state, thus effectively lowering the energy barrier for inducing chemical reactions (Paths 2, 3). Finally, the adsorbate may ultimately return to the ground state (Path 4). The excitation of a single adsorbate may occur via single or multiple electronic excitations.

	Direct Photocatalysis
	Multicomponent Plasmonic Photocatalysts
	Photon-Driven Catalytic Transformations
	Figure 3. Photo-driven chemical transformations. (a) Photocatalytic H2 dissociation. (left) Schematic of hot electron driven H2 dissociation on TiO2-supported Au NPs. (middle) Wavelength-dependent HD production from the dissociation of H2 and D2. (right) Calculated absorption cross-section for 7 nm Au NP partially embedded in a 30 nm TiO2. (b, c) Photocatalytic epoxidations. (b) A representative mass spectrometer response of ethylene epoxidation over Al2O3-supported ~60 nm Ag nanocubes at 450 K in the dark and under visible light illumination. (c) Selectivity toward propylene oxide (PO) for visible light-driven and purely thermal catalysis as a function of reaction rate in propylene epoxidation over silica-supported Cu NPs. (d-h) Photocatalytic hydrogenations. (d) Selectivity of ethylene:ethane production under photo- (red) and thermocatalytic (black) acetylene hydrogenation on Pd-decorated AlNCs. (e) CO2 hydrogenation over AlNC@Cu2O, showing different product selectivity under visible-light laser illumination and purely heat-driven process at dark. (f) Product (CO and CH4) selectivity in thermo- (light off) and photocatalytic (ultraviolet light on) CO2 hydrogenation over Rh nanocubes at 623K. Simulated near-field distribution at the surface of 27 nm Rh nanocube at resonance (3.96 eV) is also shown. (g) NH3 production rates over the Ru-Cs/MgO catalyst as a function of light intensity using various photon sources at an equivalent catalyst temperature of 325 °C. (h) Schematic of photocatalytic graphene hydrogenation using tilted Pd nanocones under 450 nm laser illumination. (i, j) Photocatalytic H2 production. (i) photocatalytic (9.6 W cm−2 visible-light laser) and thermocatalytic (480 °C, dark) ammonia splitting on oxide-supported Cu-Ru surface alloy, and Cu and Ru NPs. Schematics of proposed light-induced changes to the catalyst surface coverage is also shown. (j) Light-driven and thermocatalytic dry methane reforming on Cu-Ru single-atom surface alloy. Stability and selectivity comparison for the photocatalytic process under 19.2 W cm−2 visible-light laser illumination (blue circles) and thermocatalysis at 1,000 K (red circles) are shown. (k, l) Photocatalytic abatement of environmental hazards. (k) Photocatalytic nitrous oxide (N2O) decomposition into N2 and O2 on iridium-decorated AlNCs using visible-light laser. (l) Photocatalytic hydrodefluorination of CH3F into CH3D and DF on Pd-decorated AlNCs using CW (532 nm) laser. Figures adapted with permission from: (a) Reference 63, Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society; (b) Reference 6, Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing Group; (c) Reference 9, Copyright 2013 AAAS;(d) Reference 7, Copyright 2016 PNAS; (e) Reference 11, Copyright 2017 Nature Publishing Group; (f) Reference 12, Copyright 2017 Nature Publishing Group; (g) Reference 70, Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society; (h) Reference 64, Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society; (i) Reference 8, Copyright 2018 AAAS. (j) Reference 15, Copyright 2020 Nature Publishing Group; (k) Reference 79, Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (l) Reference 14, Copyright 2020 Nature Publishing Group.
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